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CHAPTER

Introduction

Orientation to the Problem

Throughout the history of ale; country, different values.

have dominated society at different times. In pre-colonial

times, a personal survival ethic was an apparent necessity.

Later, the work ethic; spaviiied by the belief that all men were

of equal ability and therefore had an equal chance to aucc..ed,,

reigned. The present technological society exhibits a growth

ethic in which the economic and political spheres are of pri-

mary importance (Petunia, 1977).

Concurrent with this ethical evolution has been an under-

current of environmental concern. Impetus fcr the unrest was

initially provided by foreign visitors and settlers, scien-

tists trained in Europe, and later' naturalists and transcen-

dentalists who had seen the result of resource mismanagement

-in Ettrope (Petullaw 1977);

Like most social movements, environmental concern has been

cyclic. After seemingly irreparable setbacks, it has

1
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resurfaced regularly to the arena of popular and political

action. Most recently, the last decade has witnessed the re-

turn of environmental concern.

In the late 1960s, the thrust was'on assessment and clean-

up,of environmental damage. A realization of man's dependence

on the,ecosystem and the need to prevent its destruction re-

sultud in extensive environmental regulations' addressing en-

vironmental

regulations

uality in the 1970s (USEPA, 1971). Governmental *.

ave been waning in the 1980s due primarily td"

economic presures. With deregulation, the responsibility for

retaining, environmental quality is bepg thrust onto the pri-

vate sector and the citizenry.

Because an individual's values affect his perception of

the environment and thus the nature of his decisions concern-
.

ing environmental quality (Miles, 1977), researchers and phi-

losophers have revitalized interest in understanding indivi-

duallvalue systems and ethics. It has been recognized that the

answer to directing individuals in making environmentally wise

decisions lies not in the quantity of conservation education

presented as much as in its content (Leopold, 1949). Because

environmental quality is a social-moral issue as much as a

scientific-technological one (Iozzi, 1978), environmental
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,eduFators need to explore and apply ways of developing an

"ecological conscience" in the nation's citizenry (Roth, 1980).

Environmentalism in this decade must be more than a cognitive

educational approach. It must'encourage "bioethical develop-
.

melt" and the formation of a life philosophy (Goldstein

Lockwood,J980).'

Yet lues, attitudes and ethics'are little understood,

especially in relation to the environment.-Dixon calls for

special study of attitudes, values and ethics so.that their.

maximal use,can be applied to prevent and remedy ecological

inharmonies.andto-Initiate "just and creative" human activi-

ties in relation to the environment (Dixon,, 1979):

A promising theory to explain the development of reason-
,

ing processes associated with social-moral decision-making has

been proposed by Lawrence Kohlberg. His cognitive moral de-
,

velopment model observes that, just as people develop cognitive-,

ly and physically, they mature in their ability to make moral.,,

judgements (Iozzi, 1978). The development of moral judgement

in an inEividual is not due to an accumulation of information,

but to a change in the way of thinking.

Kohlberg has identified thre, major levels of moral judge-

ment. The most basic ieVel exhibits'egocentric orientation and
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motives of self-preseiiiatiOn. The second level shifts to deci-

sions revealing a respect for authority, peers and social or-
.

#,

der. Decisions'on the highest Kohlbergian level are based do

universal principles of justice and equality.

Iozzi (1978) suggests thit the bulk of our environmental

problems stem from the.fact that environmentally-related de-

ciAions exhibit beh4viors.typical of-KoHlberg's lOwer, self-

intekest stages. This hO expended our surroundings and

resources. If this is true, an.understandihg of factOrs that

influence the progression of an.individual from one Kohlbergian

level to the next could be advantageously incorporated into.

environmental education strategies.

Upon finding references to Kohlbergian theory scarce in

environmental education, literature, Miles stated that, "the

field is open,for explora\tioti of t

\

theory as an environmental'education

pptential of Kohlberg's
: -

tool" (Miles, 1977).

Iozzi views the cognitive development approach as a potential

basic framework for Oiveloping a highly effective environmental

ethic whiCh should result in.more environmentally sound deci-

sion- making (Iozzi, 1978).

In the early applications of his-theory, Kohlberg identi-

lied widely varying social, cultural and religious conditions
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that' affect -the rate at which -an- individual progresses -through.

--9-e-stelopment of social-moral decision-making

(Hash, 1975). If the same variables influence the level of

development when pacial-moral issues are in an environmental

context, and if they affect development in the same way is

optn to question.

. -

Two variables described by Kohlberg and of particular

interest to this study are religious background and school

atmosphere or philosophy. iKohlberg found no significant dif-

ference in the development of moral thinking among Catholics,

Protestants, Jews, 'Buddhists, Moslems and athiests (Hash,

105). Others, however have cited the Judeo-Christian tradi-

tion as the case of the environmental crisis. The anthropo-

centric-outlook and-domineering attitude toward nature foster-
,

e4 by the Judeo-Lxistian tradition has, they say, led to

detrimental environmental values and ethics (Leopold, 1949;

t4cHarg, 1964; White, 1967; Berry, 1973; Nash, 1981).

Dubois (1173y and Monchief (1974) counter that Judeo-

Christian teachings have often led to positive environmental

effects. It is further intimated that the biblical concept of

man's relation to the environment has been misinterpreted,

and the vast ethical and conceptual resources of-the_Judeo-

.1 3
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Christian tradition are the proper base for the needed eb-

logicak*thic(Schaeffer, 1970; Zackre, 1973; Dobel, 1977;

Ruether, 1978). A quantitative study of the influence of an

individual's religious background on the development of/en-.

vironmental judgement and its valence is ;et to be provided.

Closely linked to the variable of religious background

is that of school atmosphere or philosophy..` Kohlberg stressed

the importanCe of the moral atmosphere in the classroom to

the development of moral judgement in its students (Hersh,

Miller and Fielding, 1980). Studies by Panowit h (1974) sup-

port-the link between attitude about cons ous moral education

in the classroom and its success. Panolaitsch found that logic,

art or religion ccurses'added to the school curriculum do not

caul? change in the level of moral judgement of students.

However, an migrated program focused on moral problem-solv-

ing or on effecting psychological development did cause a

change in the level of moral judgement of students.
OS

Ryan attributes this to the "value neutrality" of the

public schools, where values are not clearly defined and

shared. In alternate schools such as religion-based, humanis-

tic education or Chinese government schools, values are clearly
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identified, shared and taught.. -Thus diverse classroom atmos-

pheres exist between public and private schools (Ryan, 19,81).
//

When considered in tandem with the aforementioned variable,

then, piivate tchools of the Judeo-Chiistian tradition may

have'an influence on the level of moral judgement and the de-,

gree of environmental judgement in a student. The issue is

yet to be exploied.

In dayi of decreasing availability of fiscal supliort and

'increased demand for accountability of schools in affectivq

as well as cognitive areas of student developwent, the need

exists for effective and useful classroom strategies to be

identified (Roth, 1980). More specifically, the settings

which best aid in formin environmental values need to be de-

termined. More experimentation needs to be done to find

strategies to develop environmental values in students of

various ages and maturation levels (Knapp, 1980).
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Statement of the Problem
f

This.study seeks to investigate the question:

Does, the Judea-Christian tradition, when part of a stu-.

dent's background and when. incorporated into the classroom

philosophy, have an effect on the student's moral reasoning

and decision-making in social and environmental issues?

This gives rise to the research questiont: or

Question 1: Do significant relationships exist between*

demographic, educational and'religious variables in the stu-

dent's background?

Question 2: Is there a significant difference in the

principled moral reasoning in social and environmental issues

between high school seniors in public and religion -based pri-

vate schools?

Question 3: Is there a significant difference in prin.-

cipled moral\reasoping on social ani environmental issues be-
,

tween high school seniors who are religi4usly involved and thoi
\ i

who are not?

Question 4: Are thPre significant predictors of the

student's principled moral reasoning in social and environmemj

tal issues?

Question 5: Is moral develSpment general or context

specific?

f°Lu
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Research Hypotheses to be Addressed

The following hypotheses will be examined during the

study: 1

. Hypothesis 1: The mean DIT P score for h I\ gh school

seniors attending private schools will be.significantly

higher (Rs! .05) than the mean DIT P score for students

In public schools. That is, seniors in private schools

will attribute more relative importance to principled

moral 'Considerations in general social issues than will

seniors in public schools.

Hypothesis 2: The mean IT P score for seniors attending

private schools will lie significantly higher (a...05)

than the mean EIT score for students in public schools.

That is, private school seniors will attribute more re-
.

0

lative importance to principled moral consideration in

envi+nmental I..sues than will seniors in ptiblic s4hbols.

Hypothesis 3: There will be a significant (2.4 .05)
/-
0

positive correlation between religious involvement as

measured by degree aid years of involvemefit and religious

tar
affiliation, and P score on the DIT. That is, the greater

the extent of a student's religious involvement, the more

importance s/he will attribute to principled moral
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considerations in general social issues.

Hypothesis 4: There will be a significant (Ede- .05)

positive correlation between religious involvement as

measured by degree and years of involvement and religious

affiliation, and P score on the EIT. That is, the greater

the extent of a student's religious involvement, the

more importance s/he will attribute to principled moral

considerations in environmental issues.

Hypothesis 5: There will be a significant,(E.54.05),

positive correlation between P scores on the DIT and EIT.

That is, the more importance the student attributes to

principled moral considerations in a general social con-

text, the more importance s/he will attribute to princi-

pled moral considerations in 4 specific environmental

context.

Hypothesis 6: There- are significant (E .4.05) predictors

or combinations of predictors of DIT P score, including'

personal variables, educational background, religious

background and P score on the EIT.

1,S



Hypothesis 7: There are significant (2.e:05) predictors

or combinations of predictors of EIT P score, including

personal variables, educational background, religious

\ background and P score on the DIT.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study, the following definitions

will be used:

Apocalypse.--An apocalypse is a prophetic revelation

usually involving an impending cataclysm in which good triumphs

over evil (Random House Dictionary, 1980).

Bibliocentric Curriculum:--A curriculum in which all sub-

ject matter is related to God is Bibliocentric. The cuiculum

begins with the Bible,'which has the dual purpose of 1) pro-

viding content (truth)\of- its own, and 2) providing a basis

of comparison for testi and ipvaluating claims to truth from

other areas (Byrne, 1977:370).

.

Degree of Environmental Judgement.--The Degree of Envir:

;

onmental Judgement is the Kohlbergian level of developmertt

of moral judgement in a specific environmental context, i.e.,

the level into which at least 67 percent of an individual's
/

7
:)
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responses indicating reasoning patterns fall when the indivi-

dual is confronted with an environmental dilemma with inherent

moral implications.

Ob.

Deism.--Deism is the theology which denies the immanencer-
of God in history, while holding to the transcendence of God

above history. It follows that God separate and notin-,

volved in the affairs of the world and man, and that belief in

God is a result of reason wid evidence in nature, not revela-

tion (Byrne, 1977:369),

Divine Command Theory.--This fundamentalist theory holds °

that morality is ultimately defined by, or based on, divine

command as revealed by the Bible or other sources of revela-

tion (Kohlberg, 1981:311).

Ecology. -- Ecology is the study of organisms and their

interrelationships within the environment.

Environmental Ethic.--An environmental ethic is a system

of thinking or way of life which exhibits a reverence and

respect for all environments, natural and man-made (Iozzi,

1978:3).

Ethic. - -An ethic is the system of how an individual ra-

tionally decides what is right and wTong. It is a system of

thinking or rational skills used to define and establish an

20
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individual's valUes and morals (Ryan, 1981).

Ethical.--Character or conduct described as ethical is in

conformity with an elaborated, ideal code (Ryan, 1981).

a

Gnosticism.--Gnosticism is the philosophy characteristic

of various cults in the early Christian centuries. It places

emphasis on knowledge rather than faith and believes that

matter is evil.(Webster, 1967).

Humanism.--The doctrine of humanism places emphasis on

man and, religiously and philosophically; abandons all concepts

of the supernatural (Byrne, 1977:370).

Judeo-Christian.--Religious thinking in the Judeo-Christian

. t.-,:edition' centers on a personal God, as related to the Jews

and Gentiles who profess ,to accept the religious and moral

principles taught as truth by Jesus Christ (Webster, 1967):

For the purposes Of this study, Protestant, Catholid and Jew-
-

ish faiths Will be -trouped and.-breferred to as Judea-

Christian.

Level of Development of Moral- Judgement.- -The level of

Development of Moral Judgement is the Kohlbergian stage into

which 67 percent of an individual's reasoning patterns fall

when confronted with a social dilemma with inherent moral

implications (Kohlberg, \1981) .

n
r6 1
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Moral.--Character or conduc.. described as moral is in

conformity with the generally accepted standards of,goodness

or rightness (Ryan, 1981).

'Moral Education. - -Moral education is the school's role

(conscious and unconscious) in helping students think about

issues of right and wrong and to. behave in an ethical)Manner

(Ryan,J981).

Morals. -- Morals are values that involve right and wrong
A

in human relations, or the sense in which individuals inter-

act. (Ryan, 1980., .

Naturalism.-- Naturalism'is a world -view that denieethe

existence of the supernatural and-holds that the universe is

self-operating. The world and mat operate as a result of nat-

ural forces and laws .(Byrne, 1977:370).

Neoanimism.--Neoanimism is the dactrine that the soul is

the vital principle of organic development (Webster, 1967).

Neo-Confucianism.--The rationalistic revival ofConfuclAn

philosophy in the 11th century A.D. is called Neo- Confucian-

ism. It was a major influence on Chinese thought for over 800

years (Webster, 1967).

4r) 41)
alhor eq,

4
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P Score.--The P score, or Principled' Morality Score, is.

the index that locates a subject's development in moral deci-

sion- making in terms of the relative importance he gives to

principled.(Stages 5 and 6) meal thinking (Rest, 1974:4-2).

Principled Stages.--The Postconventional or Principled

Stages-of moral judgemen are the level at which there is a

clear effort by the individual to define moral values and

kinciples that are valid and apilicable because of their

universality, rather than as a result of their definition and

identification *certain group (Kohlberg, 1981:18).

4

Private School.--A school. that receives no government

funding and exists pridwrily,to implement a curriculum based

on-a particular philosophy or set of beliefs in addition or
,

as an alternative to the humanistic base of the public school

system is a private school.

Public School.-,"-A school that is a sovernmental upit, the
11

curriculum and leadership of'which are controlled due to

government funding, is a public school. In -line with the in-
,W

fluence of founders Horace.Mann and John Dewey, the philosophic.

base of public schools tends toward humanism (Morris, 1977:

22-23).
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Religion. Religion is a particular expression of faith

in which concerns about the ultimate environment are defined

(Kohlberg,. 1981:323).

Taoism.--A Chinese religion and philosophy, Taoism advo7

cates a life' of complete simplicity and naturalness (Random

House Dictionary, 1980).

Theism-- Theism is,belief in a personal God (Byrne, 1977:

"372).

Values.--Values are acts, customs, institutions, etc. that

are regarded in a particular, usually favorable, way by an in-
)

dividual or group (Ryan, 1981).

World-View.--World-view is the individual's philosophy

of total reality. It is a systematic philosophy of, or insight

0.4

into, the workings and plan of the entire universe (Byrne, L977:

/372).
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Assumptions and Limits of the Study

The gineralizability of, the study. will be limited by its .

scope. The geographic Tange and number of schoolsleiected to

participate -in this study' is limited to schools considered to

be extremes on the moral education continuum. Because schools

are located in the same general geograikic area, homogeneity

in variables such as racei income and religion may iiist.

.Assumptions underlying the study, involve the population

sample, school curricula, and test instruments. They
/
are:

I) ihit, as twelfth graders, the students sampled have

had moreexposuile to the school system which they attend, its

hidden curriculum and philosophy, than any other grade liVel

If students in that school system.

2) that,': as high school students, the-sampled students

are part of a family unit, i.e., are living in a supervised

household under the jurisdiction of one or two parents or

guardians rather. than in a dormitory or boarding school situa-

, tion separated from direct adult influence. As such, it is

assumed that religious affiliation and influence from the

parents and church will be more pronounced and religio

background somewhat sheltered from the influericei of competing

philosophies existing outside the family structure.-

av1)11-.)
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3) that, although ikey self-selected the history class in

18

which they would enroll, the public school students tested .t
approximate a random sample of the'entire senior class. This

assuMption is based 611,0ie large number of sections taught by

. / the participating teacher (five out of eight sections) and on'

scheduling conflicts which somewliat restrict the student's

ch.oices.

4) that, as educational institutions preparing students

for vocation/and higher levels Of education, .the schools

offer comparable core curricula including.English, history,

spience and mathematics.

5) that, the Defining Issues'Test (DIT) and Environmental

Issues Test (EIT) are parallel instruments whilb measure 'moral

reasoning, the former In a general social context and the

latter in an environmental setting.

6) that, the short form DIT is highly- correlutelwith the
. .. .. .

long form DIT, thus yieldiug essentially the ;aide measure of

moral reasoning-in geperal social issues.

7) diet, based on the previous t assumptions, the short'
1

form DIT is a parallel instrument with the EIT.

46

.4

f.7)
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Summary

Increasingly, environmental educators are recognizing

that environmental quality is more than a scientific-technolo-

gical issue. Environmental decision-making extends into the

realm of societal morals and philosophy. However, values and

ethics are little understood and should be further studied,

especially where they interface with environmental issues..

I V

The cognitive moral development iodelproposed by Kohlberg

offers a theory base useful in understanding an individual's

orientation in making moral decisions.

The need.eiists for investigation of Kohlbetgian theory

id the context of-environmental education. Research of this

nature is'needed to:

1).incorpordtethis developmentalist approac' into the

\\framework of environmental educatiofrprograms;

2) identify variables that influence the degree of envir-

*mental judgement;. and
-- 11.

3) determine the *ducatik,,ial atmosphere and strategy most

. Cdnducive to stimulating the_development of environmentally

ethical decision - making.

This study will attempt to apply Kohlbergian theory to
t.

the realm of environmental decision- making., It seeks to

g.)
4h. 4 A
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determine if the-Judeo-Christian influence in the school set-

ting and in the individual's religious background affects the

levelia social and environmental decision-making in high

school, seniors.

"a C-
mar



CHAPTER II

Review of the Related Literature

Introduction

The purpose-of this chapter is to construct a theoretical

model for the study based on a review of related literature.

The model will be constructed on three theoretical thrusts:

1) the cognitive development model of Lawrence Kohlberg,

2) the philosophy and purpose .of moral education in the

schools,

3) the influence and role of the Judeo-Christian tradition

on moral jddgement.

Cognitive Development Model

The cognitive development model expounded by Lawrence

Kohlberg has its philosophic roots in the traditions of

Socrates, Plato, Dewey and Piaget. It .holds that, just as

people develop physically and cognitively, they also develop

in their ability to make moral judgements. Moral development,

then, is a change in thinking capabilities and in the structure

of thought processes, not merely an accumulation of informa-

tion (Chen and Iozzi, 1978).
21
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The importande of moral development is seen in its

parallel to Piaget's intellectual development theory (Table

1). As higher and higher thought structures are attained,

one's social perspective and reasoning. capabilities are ex-
,

-tended. Solutions to moral problems become more consistent

and generalizable (Cheu and Iozzi, 1978).

30



TABLE 1

Comparison of Piagettian and Kohlbergian Developmental Categoriesa

I II III

Piaget Pre-Operations Concrete Operations Formal Operations

Kohlberg Levels Pre-Convention Convention Post-Convention

Reasoning Mode Transductive Deductive Inductiye

Control Source Autonomy Heteronomy Homonomy

Religion Animism/Magic Naturalism Supra-Naturiklimn

Faith Ego-sensory Adhering Embracing or
Cooperating

a
Joy, 1980:11
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Stages of Moral Development.--Kohlberg has developed a-typolo-
.

gy to understand the stages of moral development based on the

observation that moral thinking develops in stages through

which all people pass sequentially. The classification in-

cludes three progressive levels, each with two stages.

Precbnventional Level: The egocentric orientation of childhood

is characteristic of Kohlberg's first level. Decisions are

based on concern for self-preservation and ruling authorities.

Stage 1: Punishment and Obedience Orientation. At this

stage, the individual does what s/he must to avoid punishment.

Stage 2: Instrumental Relativist Orientation. At this

stage, the individual does what will bring personal pleasure.

Conventional Level: Orientation toward authority, peers and

family is characteristic of Kohlberg's second level of 'oral

judgement. Individuals in this stage, generally adolescents,

demonstrate respect for authokity and follow social rules and

order.

Stage 3: Interpersonal Concordance or "Good Boy - Nice

Girl" Orientation. In Stage 3, individulls are motivated by

a need to conform and rid disapproval from others.
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Stage )4: Society Maintaining Orientation. At this stage,

one does what recognized authorities say.

Postoonventional, Autonomous, or Principled Level: A stage

mainly typical of adulthood, this Kohlbergian level is charac-

terized by universal justice and equality for all. Decisions

favor the social order or good, as long as personal good is,

/7"

not violated. .

4

Stage 5: Social Contract Orientation. Individuals in

Stage 5 display actions governed by recognition and acceptance

of democratic laws.

Stage 6: Universal Ethical Principle Orientation. Stage

6 is characterized by a broad yet genuine concern for indivi-

dual life and a respect for human dignity (Miles, 1977:

Kohlberg, 1981).

In recent publications, Kohlberg (1981) s pondered the

existence of Stage 7. Leaving behind the societal justice of

Stage 6, and Stage 7 moves toward a sacrificial (agape) love

and human brotherhood. Kohlberg identifies Stage 7 as a metaphy-

sical stage rather than a stage of moral judgement, however:

34
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"There is no Stage 7 of moral judgement.
But there are a set or problems left over
at Stage 6 which cannot be answered on
Stage 6" (Jay, 1980:13).

Because Stage 7 is defined as an ontological rather than a mor-

al stage, and because it has not yet been incorporated into .

Kohlberg's developmental model, Stage 7 is not dealt with as

part of this study's theoretical model.'

. Kohlberg's theory of cognitive development also seems to

overlap Maslow's motivation theory. Both theories are in the

functionalist tradition of Dewey (Maslow, 1970). Kohlberg's

Level 1 is similar to Maslow's basic level of physiological
1

needs. The dependence and. need for structure, order, law and

limits in Maslow's,safety level and the importance of group'

Membership and approval on the lave/frienaship level somewhat

parallel Kohlberg's Level 2. The loWest drives of Maslow's r

esteem level are for independence and freedom, astis Kohlberg's

transitional Stage 4. Parallels between Maslow's esteem and

self-actualization levels and Kohlberg's Level 3 are vague,

ilaslow explains this:

"Behavior is determined by several classek
of determinants, of which motivation is
one e .1." (Maslow, 1970:29) .

Thus although both the developmental and motivation ^,

theories are related to behavior theory, they address different

.1"'4.4)
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aspects of behavior. Only the former will be explored in this

study.
J.

Stage Transformation. - -On the basis of interviews, Kohlberg

(1981) has determined that abput 67 perceit of most people's

thinking can be identified at a single stage. The sequence of

stages through which_ individuals progress is not significantly

altered by varying social, cultural or religious conditions._

The rate of progress, however, is not consistent between indi-

viduals. For example, middle clasi; children, develop faster

and further than urban lower class children. The latter in

turf develop faster than lower class village children (Hash,

1975). Comparative studies have shown no important difference

in the level of moral development based on religion among

Buddhists, Moslems, Jews, Catholics, Protestants and athiests

(Hash, 1975). Fowler (1976) observes thavreligious values

apparently go through parallel and similar developmental

stages as moral values.

Moral development may stop at any stage. Cheu and Iozzi

(1978) found low rates of advancement or stage fixation espec-

ially previlent at upper levels. Advanlement from one stage to

the next is a iesult of reasoning stimulated by confrontation

with inherent moral issues. According to Kohlberg (1981), moral

maturity' is evidenced the'formation of moral principles

rj, tr
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indepeindently from the moral judgements expressed by peers

and adults.

)

Although reasoning in the moill-realmis dependent on

cognitive development, findings show that it does not necessa-

rily develop analogously. For example, 50 percent of late

adolescents are fordal logical thinkers, but only ten percent

of formal thinkers reason at KOhlberg's Stages 5 And 6, the

prificipled stages (Iozzi, 1978).

Moral Education

Carl R. Rogers, a humanistic Ryci4ologist, claims that

"man has within him an organismic basis for valuing" (Hash,

1975:43). The major value determiners, however, are nebulous

but ubiquitous. Though age, sex, religion, race, ethnicity,

sociAl-class-origins and residential origins are generally

recognized as major factors in'Aetermining an. individual's val.-

ues clinical, and case studies indicate that idiosyncratic

experiences also are important (Hyman and Wright, 1979).

These experiences make researchclnto the roots of value systems

difficult.

In spite of the uncertain.origins of ethical systems,

developmentalists have jelled three fundamental ideas that

prdvide the rationale for their moral education programs:

'dl

4r
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XI structural organization, i.e., that moral education

shopld develop organizational procedures by which the indivi-

dual analyzes and makes decisions about social problems rather

than teach a set of values,

2) developmental sequence, i.e., that cognitive skills de-4

velop from simple to complex through a sequence of levels, and

3) interactionalism, i.e., that interaction with the

environment and moral dilemmas results in development, and

that cognitive processes and patterns are not innate (Rest,
O

1974a).

Purpose of Moral Education.--The goal, then,/of developmental-

ist moral education is to stimulate the step by step advance-

ment of an individual through the stages of moral development.

Corollaries to this goal require that!

1) the educator be interested in facilitating development

as far as possible, in the individual, even if the person may

never reach the, highest stages, and that

2) the educator strive to prevent fiAation of a person at

any given stage. If'the educator cannot stimulate development

in a particular individual, his concern shqpld then be to keep

that person "fluid" for a latir move.

3) Educators stress not only vertical development through
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- the stages, but also horizontal development within them. This

stimulates the individual to apply his,own moral judgement to

his behavior at each stage (Rest, 1974a; Kohlberg, 1981).

Schools' as Moral Educators.--Schools are moral educators. Stu-
.

mow
dies involving thousands of white adults in four age cohorts

found:

. . large, lasting:and diverse good effects
on values . . . coupled with very large, per-
vasive and enduring effects in heightening
knowledge, receptivity to knowledge, and in-
formation-seeking"

attributable to American formal education (Hyman and Wright,

1979:61).

Ryan (1981) discusses the avenues through which the',

schools mold character. The conscious curriculum or vii)ible

aspects of the school program, includes career education,

myths and folk tales, and posters hnd slogans that decorate

the classroom. Kohlberg (1981) cites conscious moral education

as a basic function of the public school became it, like ihe_

iovernmint, is an institution responsible. for maintaining and

transmitting some of the values Of society. This requires -rj

"explicit educational thought stout the moral objectives of

education" (Kohlberg, 1981:305).

Students are also influenced through the hidden curriculum,

f,
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or unspoken 'and often unintended transmitters of- values. Class-
0

room, student and school'cultures as well'as formal gatherings.

.

and rituals are aspects of the hflidencurriculum:At awards

assemblies, students are taughVthat academic Success is to be

valued. When they see a teacher violating a school policy, they

'learn that the rule is not imp9rtant. When they hear, what peers.

after 's basketball game, they reaLize what character quali-

ties are necessary for peer acceptance.'The hidden curriculum
a

is generally the most powerfll aspect of education'(kyan, 1981).
.

Larger because of the. strength Of the hidden curriculum,

Kohlberg contends that schOols tannot.be "value neutral" but
.

must engsge,in moral education .(Kohlberg. 1981:297, emphasis

his). art debates regardipg tie legality of feligious educa-
;

tion have confused the issue by failing to differentiate be-

. 1/4
tween.moral education and religious education. The content of

moral_educaii n, according to Kohibergians, must be defined in

terms 'of the values of justiCe fundamental tp our society,

Which in themselves prohibit indoctrination of beiieft by

majority orgy minority group (Kohlberg, 1981).
---

biscontent specifically with the hidden moral curriculum

of the.- public schools has parented a.priviie/Chool "boom" in

the past decade. Traditionally, the primary purpose of private -----'

400
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schools has been to develop religious beliefs and sentiments.

These were largely ineffective as builders of moral character

because of the dichotomy created: Teligious beliefs and beha-

vior were not integrated with moral dilemmas of everyday life

(Kohlberg, 1981). Studies by Hartshorne and May (1930) showed
p

that religious affiliation and religion-related indo'Ctrinative

"character education" failed to strengthen morality in the

area of conduct. Kohlberg's study (1981) showed that these

variabrea_also failedisto develop moral judgement

The current thrust in private schools distinctively em-

phasizes moral education and.the development of a worldviir

which produces moral character (Byrne, 1977). Reacting to the

value neutrality or perceived value bias in public schools, pri-

vate schools operate on a shared rise of a larger purpose.

Viilles are clearly defined, shared and taught, thus creating

ia.total school as well as clisaroom atmosphere extremely im-

portant in the moral education process (Ryan, 1981; Kohlberg,

1981).

The impact of this unified values front on students in

the school was studied by Feather in 1972. Comparing State and

indepenoent (i.e., public and private) schools in Adelaide,

Australia, Feathei expected to find the students' own value

41
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priorities more closely matched to'the perceived value priori-

ties of the school in independent than in state schools. Feather

expected this due to the "constant and self-contained environ-

\

ment" in independent schools as opposed o one that "involves

greater change" in state schools. Also, F ather reasoned,

"declared emphasis on values is reinforced in various ways

within the independent school" (Feather, 1975:89).

Feather did find a closer value match in the independent

schools than in the state schools, suggesting that the former

were mre effective moral educators. He also found greater

value parillels with students who had been in the school sys-

tem longer and with schools, with the strongest moral education

emphasis expressed in school environment. Interestingly,

Feather found all school indexes low. This implies 'that the

schools were not having a large impact on the students attend-

ing them (Feather, 1975).

Methods of Moral Education.--Recognizing the importance of

school atmosphere and of a socratic approach to the develop-

rant of moral judgement, a teaching plan to stimulate this de-

velopment has been suggested (Sundal, 1980). The fourfold

plan involves:

At

OP.
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1) confrontation with an issue,

2) statement of individual positions on the issue,

3) testing of the reasoning behind the positions, and

4) reflection on personal reasoning and that of
others..

The reasoning and evaluation process is important because

morally immature tendencies toward outward compliance without

inward agreement are encouraged by forcing children to accept

an act or decision. It is more effective to have children

examine their behavior, both pros and cons, on their own terms

(Kohlberg, 1981). The evaluation and discussion process cata-

lytic to change is dependent on +1 modelling for maximum effect-

iveness, i.e., alternatives to the behavior under discussion

and the teacher's verbalizations should be one stage above

the level of development of the child (Kohlberg, 1981). Incor-

porating "real world" moral dilemmas into school curricula in

this way is considered by developmentalists to bealthe best

way to prepare the student to handle social and moral respon-

sibility (Kuhmerker, Metkowski and Erickson, 1980:132).

Ecological Problems and the Judeo-Christian Tradition

A societal problem of particular interest to this study

is environmental quality, Barbour (1973) identifies four
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historical ro is of the environmen,tal condition:

1) economic institut1/.Ons since the Industrial

Revolution,
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2)/the technological use of raw materials to create

quantitieS of waste,

3) growth in population and increased living sten-

dards; and,

4) attitudes toward nature as influenced by Western

religion and-culture.

Miles (1917) expands on the later, stating that cultural his-

Wry has determined the way Western men perceive themselves,

the environment, and their place in relation to the environ-

ment, thus implying, that environmental problems are, in fact,

moral and ethical dilemmas.

A closer analysis by Iozzi confirms the implication. He

states:

"When confronted with values decisions regard-
ing food production and consumption, population
stabilization, nuclear power, energy production
and consumption, utilization and depletion of
natural resources of all kinds, pollution, and
indeed nearly all environmentally-related deci-
sions, we are in fact dealing with moral values"
(Iozzi, 1978:3).

Means, a sociologist, sees man's relation with nature as

a moral problem, not just 2 scientific one. He links the
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contemporary moral crisis in general, and the environmental in

specific, to society's disregard for the value of nature

(Means, 1967).

A similar observation was made by Charles Darwtn near the

end of his life. He noted that, as he got older, cwo things

became dull to him: his joy in the arts and his joy_in nature.

He attributed this adverse effect to his propositional philo-

sophy that nature, including nian, is booed only on the imper-

sonal, time and chanCe (Schaeffer, 1970). In his analysis,

Schaeffer notes that society is experiencing the same loss of

joy that Darwin observed. Schaeffer continues, "the death of

'joy' in nature is leading to'the death of nature itself"

(Schaeffer, 1970:1J) .

Recognizing that environmental quality is an issue requir-

ing moral decisions and responses, Iozzi examines the problem

in the light of the cognitive development model He concludes

that environmentally-related decisions and behays have been

characteristic of the lower, self-interest stag df moral

development (Iozzi, 1978). The conservation system has been

based on economic value. Such a system is inherently weak be-

-. cause most members of biotic communities have little or no

economic value (Leopold, 1949).
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The solution to existing environmental problems and avoid-

ance of future crises, then, will require a change in thinking,

environmental perceptions and values. It will require moral

education (Miles, 1977) as well as cognitive environmental ed-

ucation.'/ozzi shows the relationship between the two levels

of environmental education on the individual:

"The development of an environmentally ethical
citizenry Is a qualitatively significant step
beyond environmental literacy- -a major goal
prior to this time. I believe that one who is
eavironmentally ethical is at least as know-
ledgable as theewironmentally literate per-
son but in additi-on exhibits a reverence and
respect for all environments . . . and is
motivated.to change his or her lifestyle to en-
sure the'survival of a quality environment for
arl living things" (Iozzi, 1978:3).

Historian Lynn White agrees that there is no solution un-

less the base of man's thinking is changed. Environmental

values depend on what people think about themselves in relation

to the things around them. Our view of the environment, White

says, is "deeply conditioned by beliefs about our.nature and

destinythat is, by religion" (White, 1967:1205).

How can the base of man's thinking be changed? Naih ,(1981)

suggests four institutions with the influence and responsibi-

lity to effect such change:
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1) the counterculture of the 1960s, which' sensitized

society to environmental matters but has since faded away;

2) edudational institutions, which traditionally

have stressed some social ethics but few, if any, environmen-

tal ethics;

3) legislation, which in the 1970s began to effect

restraints and changes; and
.*

4) the church, i.e., the Judeo-Christian tradition.

Nash commented that the church has failed to exert a positive

influence in environmental issues; Rather, its impact has been

detrimental to environmental conditions.

Supporting White's charge (1967 ), that the Judeo-Christian

tradition bears a huge burden of guilt for environmental de-

terioration, two general assertions are apparent in the liter-

a:ure. The first is that thoughtless exploitation of natural

resources has been encouraged by the biblical notion that man

is above the rest of nature and is God's representative in

reducing the autonomy of nature and subjugating it to the do-

minion of God and man. Nature exists for man's purpose

(McHarg, 1964; Wate, 1967; Ruether, 1978). Secondly, Judea-

Christianity has fostered an other-worldly'orientation and

attitude of contempt and disregard for the earth, thus actually

a.
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testing man against his habitat (Berry, 1973; Dobel, 1977).

Religious Responses: Neoanimism.--Since the roots of environ-

mental problems are largely religious, the remedy must also be

essentially religious (White, 1967). Sincethe later 1960s, \

two such responsile-to the ecological crisis have arisen.

The first response has been neoanimism, reiterating that

the biblical charge to conquer and subdue the earth is at the

base of environmental problems (Rueter, 1978). White (1967)

reflects on St. Francis of Assisi and praises his substitution

of the idea of the equality of all creatures for the notion of

man's superior position and rule over nature. Nash (19834

claims that "rocks have rights," and should be treated as such.

Rebelling against society's concept of nature, others advocate

Edstern philosophies as superior to Western views of the en-

vironment. Chinese savant Wou Saofong, for example, criticizes

Western environmental ethics and emphasizes that "China's be-

havior . throughout its long history, is above criticism

. because China knoup how to face the ever changing world

with immutable moral precepts" (Murphy, 1967:281).

Problems with the integration of neoanimistic principles

into Western culture have kept it a weak response at best

(Schaeffer, 1970). For ore thing, its exoneration of Eastern-
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environmental attitudes ignores the fact that all cultures

have abusied the environment due to economic or population

pressures, or ignorance (Dobel, 1977). For example, although

phiLsophers view ,the Chinese attitude toward nature through

the refined sentiments of Neo-Confusianism and Taoist philosor

phy, conservationists and geographers examining historic records

see adverse effects: -the Buddist practice of cremation, requir-

ing vast amounts of wood, seriously depleted the Chinese timber

supply in the 10th to 14th centuries, and the art of writing,

requiring soot from burnt pine, caused severe deforestation

(Tuan, 1974).

Secondly, neoanimists, often militantly' prO-earth2and

anti-progress, give little recognition to the fact that en-

vironmental problems take place within an economic system.

Critical of industrialism and technology, they do not suggest

ways to change the e4sting system but to resist it by return-

ing to a less technological condition. This approach holds

little appeal, especially to developing countries and

societies (Dobel, 1977; Ruether, 1978).

Finally, there are ethical consequences to neoanimism.

By considering all elements of the biotic and abiotic communi-

ties equal, human dignity and worth is lost (Schaeffer, 1970;
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'Dobel, 1977; Ruether, 1'78). Claims for social justice and

human responsibility, the become meaningless.

Rail ious Res onses: Stewar hi -The second major response

of the late 1960s, to the ecol gical crisis has bee the ste:

wardship model, a defense of the biblical approach. Gabriel

Fackre, a theologian, states that the biblical charge to man

is for responsible stewardship, not unlimited dominion. Man

is to be a manager and caretaker of the environment and will

be ac'ountable fin its treatment (Fackre, 1973).

The biblical concept has traditionally' been misinterpre-

ted, however, resulting in poor ecological practices by Judeo-

Christians (Schaeffer, 1970). Late apocalyptic and gnostic

thought in the Christian era taught that:mature, a habitation

of the devil, was evil and that a truly religious man would

escape from nature to a higher spiritual realm outside of the

body and visible world (Rueter, 1978). The early church re-

jected this popular dualistic philosophy as a denial of the

goodness of nature (Fackre, 1973), although its negative view

did influence Christianity into the 17th century (Ruether,

1978).

Byzantine Pre-Renaissance Christianity popularized the-

philosophy that nature is of no real importance, and that the

e
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only truly valuable thingi are heavenly (Schaeffer, 1970).

This other-worldliness and world - dental had its moots in

Hellenistic ideas rather than loiblical ones (Fackre, 1973)

and, in spite of an initially restored concept of nature as

good anea manifestation of divine reason and order (deism) by

the new naturalitm and science of the 17th century, soon

merged with the Cartesian view that human reason is set.out-

side and above nature. This birth of the technological approach
veir

brought with it abusive practices which are at the heart of

modern exploitation. Current exploitative practices, then, do

not correspond to early religious ideas about nature (Ruether,

1978). The non-Christian deism and theism in the 17th and 18th

centuries redefined biblica teachings to accommodate the
it

i

newly secuarized nature and advancements in science and trade

(Dobel, 1977). A

Schaefer (1970) and Ruether (1978) contend that the

Judeo-Christian tradition in relation to nature has been mis-

understood. The biblical approach to nature, they say, stresses

the wise use a4dconservation of resources for future genera-

tions. Any ecological problem is seen by some as i social

issue and an ethical sign--an environmental response to social

injustice. An example:

OP.
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"Erosion . . . is not just a fact of nature
but an ethical judgement on the exploitation
of natural resources by the rich at the ex-'
pense of the poor" (Ruether, 1978:1132).
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This is a reference to thetexploitation of human labor and re- .

fusal. to address the social cost of production (i.e., pollu-
..

tion) (Ruether, 1978). Dobel summarizes that the Jlideo-Chris-

.

tian-Japproach to environmental concerns is unique in that it

can insist an."reasonable harmony with the world without

ibandonmedt of apcial justice" (Dobel, 1977:907).
o

Summary

4 - The theoretical model constructed from the literature

holds that people develop in their ability to make moral de-
,

cisions. This is true in a general social context as well as

in specific contextual areas.Zuch as environmental quality.

Studies show that schools with conscious goals concerning

moral education and an atmosphere that reinforces these ob-

jectives are more effective moral educators.

Kohlberg found no significant difference in the level of

moral development due to religious affiliation. Other writers,

however, cite Judeo-Christianity as a traditionally negative

influence on the level of moral judgment in a specific environ-

mental context. In the past decade, the redefinition of
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traditional 'religious teachings to include stewardship has

provided a base which could result in wise ecological decision-
(

making and social justice.

1
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CkAPTER) III

ilhods and Procedures
-

',Research Design'

study was ex post facto research, the goal of which

was to'explain phenomena. Ex.post facto research studies sub-

jecli&-who havP assembled themselves into intact groups and

o

have purposely selected a ',Articular level of the independent

_variable that is proposed-as-a possible explanation for the

variability in the dependent variable (McCracken,J1981).

/
A modification of the statjlc group comparison design de-

1

scribed by Campbell and Stanleyi(1963) beft illustrates the

study:

In the desigti, X1

variable (type of

a

01,2

0
3,4

and X
2

represented levels of the iktepindent

school) hypothesized as a factor that,

45
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expIainsthe variability of the dependent. variables: level of

development of moral judgement and development of environment;

tal judgement. (1 And 0
3,4

were measures of the dependent

variable, i.e., the administration of two tests to senior

students ih each type of school.

Internal validity in the study was established by examin-

.

= ihg'plausible rival variables and by using statistical analy-

sts for control. Internal validity should be enhanced and

measurement error reduced by the use of two valid instruments.

Subject Selection

The population under study in this investigation was com-

prised of senior (twelfth grade) students in Columbus area

high schools. The population was selected for the study be-

cause it, was assumed that, as twelfth graders,, they had had

more exposure to the school systems und..:r study than students

at other grade levels. Also, because most high school seniors

are still rt4onsible to a family unit, religious influence

from the parents and church were assumed to be more pronounced

and religious background somewhat sheltered from the influences

of competing philosophies existing outside the family structure.

Senior classes in three private and one public school in

F
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the Columbus area were sampled for the investigation. These

four schools constituted a purposive sample, i.e., they were

selected on the basis of predetermined criteria. Private

schools were selected on the basis of their:

1) Bibliocentric curriculum, i.e., biblical baseand

the infusion of religious and associated moral beliefs through-

out the curriculum after explicit thought about the moral

objectives of the' school,

2) range of high school science courses, including

earth science, general biology, the chemistry and physics, and

3) belief in the Divine Command Theory, i.e., be-

lief that moral absolutes exist and have been definedoby di-

vine command in the Bible or other documents of revelation

(Kohlberg, 1981).

An evaluation of private schools in the Columbus area

based on these criteria and their selection for participation

in the study was made in consultation with the director of the

Mid-American Region of the Association for Christian Schools

International, and after reviewing literature and publications

from private schools. Public schools were selected on the basis

of their location in the same geographic area or school dis-

trict as selected private schools in an effort to minimize the
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effect of extraneous variables such as sosioeconomic status

and degree of urbanization.

Administrators of private schools selected to participate

in the study were contacted by the investigator. An introduc-
.

tory cover letter, response card, summary of the thesis propo-

sal and sample questions from the instrdments (Appendix A)

were sent as the initial contact. Receipt of the response card

was followed by telephone contact with the administrator and/

or teachers involved to further explain the study. Public

schools were approached in a similar manner by a laison in The

Ohio State University Education Department. A meeting with

each test facilitator to explain testing procedures and answer

further questions was scheduled two weeks in advance of the

test date.

Schools electing not to cooperate were contacted by the

education laison or by the investigator and further information

about the study supplied. If the decision was not reversed,

another school meeting the aforementioned criteria was contacted

to participate. Equivalent alternate schools were contacted

until no more schools meeting the above criteria were available.

Although it was hoped that six schools would participate in

the study, the final total was four schools.
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Because of small size (class of 50 or less), the entire

senior class in private schools mas sampled. In the larger

public school, the senior class was comprised of over 500

students: In'order to approximate equal cell sizes, a repre-

'sentative sample of the senior required history classes equal

to twenty percent of the senior students was tested. The

sampling units of concern were groups or levels of the inde-

pendent variables.

Outcome Measures

The dependent variables under stun: ; were:

1) the student's level of development of moral judgement

(0
1

and 0
3

as measured by the P score on the Defining Issues

Test, and

2) the student's level of development of environmental

judgement (02 and 04), as measured by the P score on the
tr.

Environmental Issues Test.

Two instruments were used to measure the influence of the

independent variables on the dependent variables: the Defining

Issues Test and the Environmental Issues Test. A Student Survey

was used to collect demographic information considered as

plausible rival variables.
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The Defining Issues Test (DIT)

The Defining Issues Test (DIT), developed by James R.

Rest of the University of Minnesota, is based on Kohlberg's

moral dilemma series (Appendix"C). It is designed to measure

an individual's preference for a particular mode of reasoning

in moral issues.

The DIT exists in two forms: a six-dilemma test which

require 50-60 minutes for completion, and a shorter version

containing three stories and requiring 30 minutes to complete.

tecause of time restrictions within the school settings under

study, the short version DIT was used.

The DIT storied contain inherent moral dilemmv. Each

story is followed by twelve issue statements individually

keyed to a specific Kohlbergian moral reasoning stage. Respon-

dents assigna five-category priority rating (greatest to no

importance) to each statement based on its importance to them

in making a decision regarding the dilemma. The four most im-

portant items are finally selected and listed. These selections

are scored in terms of the moral reasoning level they represent.

Each dilemma series includes an "M" or nonsense statement

and an "A" or anti-establishment statement. The meaningless M

statements are included to detect if the respondent is
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guessing. The A statements are considered to represent Stage

-43/4

Although the test yields scores corresponding to Stages

2,3,4,43/4, 5A,5B, and 6, the most-used index of the BIT has

been the "principled" morality score (P score), a combination

of Stages 5 and 6. Tests were objectively scored with the use

of scoring keys provided by Rest and Iozzi (Appendix D), and

the P score calculated using the formula:

5A + 5B + 6
P score = X 100

no. of dilemmas X 10

The numerator of the equation is the subtotal- of item responses

from Kohlberg's Stages 5A, 5B and 6, the "principled" stages.

Multiplication by 100 yields a percentage score, ranging from

/

io

zero to 95. The P score is thus interpreted as the relative

importance a respondent gives to morally princi led considera- .-7

tions in making moral judgements (Iozzi, 1978).

Internal consistency checks during_scoring were made to

detect respondents who were randomly checking responses or did

not understand the directions (lest, 1981). As recommended in

the scoring manual, these students'' tests were eliminated

from the study.
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Validity. - - According to Rest (1974b), the DIT has the most

extensive data base yet collected of.any single measure of

moral judgement, and no other instrument to measure moral,

judgement has demonstrated suci- high validity and reliability.

Although no single piece of evidence can validate the DIT, a

strong case for its validity can be built from a range of re-

laced studies

Construct validity tests the validity of the theoretital

construct of an, instrument (Kerlinger, 1973). In the case of

the DIT, moral judgement is a construct which, in theory,

represents different organizations of thinking. Therefore, the

instrument's purpose is to gather information which is indica-

tive of the thought processes of the individual (Iozzi, 1978).

As cited by Rest (1974b), the 'construct validity of the

DIT is demonstrated by results from several studies.

1) Correlation bbtween'age and DIT scores would expec-

ted only when subjects are undergoing normal developmental ad-

vances overtime. This is supported in a study involving four

major student groups (junior high, senior high, college and

graduate) in'which DIT scores were significantly higher for

groups presumed to be more. advanced in their level.of develop-

ment. The correlation between age and P scores was in the
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.608, Furthermore, in a sample of nonstudent adults aged 23-
4

49, P score correlated negatively with age (r u -.10), support-

ing the prediction that P score need not invariably go along

with chronological age (Rest, Cooper, Coder, Masanz and

Anderson, 1974).

2) The cognitive development model and DIT predict an up-

ward change in a student's level of moral judgement over time.

rc

This is shown in three longitudinal studies using two samples
6

of, junior high, senior high, college and seminary students and

a third sample of adults enrolled in moral education classes.

Measurements Over two, four and six years showed significant

upward changes (matched,t = 5.50, 24.0001) on the P index in

66 percent of the subjects. Downward shifts were evident in

seven percent of subjects tested (Rest et al., 1974).

3) The cognitive development model as explained by Kohlberg

stresses the importance of classroom atmosphere to moral de-

velopment., Educational exposures designed specifically to cata-

lyze moral development are expected to be more effective than

general art,alogic or religion courses. Studies by Blatt and

Kohlberg (1974), showed directional patterns of upward move-

ment and pre-post test gains in students in classes where

moral education was defined as a specific school function.

G
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Students exposed to logic, art or religion courses showed no

significant,changes in DIT scores. Correlation of the P scores

before and after the courses was in the mid .60s. and thete

was no upward movement over a period of twelve weeks. Those

exposed to an ethics course, however, showed upward change in

P score significant to the .002 level (Panowitsch, 1974).

4) The Kohlbergian model predicts no difference in the

level of moral judgement due to sex, but/that socioeconomic

status will affect the developmental level. Studies by Rest

et al. (1974) showed a low correlation between sex and DIT

(r in the low .20s, 24!.05). P score was more highly corre-

lated with aptitude than with socioeconomic status indicators

(father's occupation and education).

5) Do subjects select high Stage responses because they

reason on that level or because they sound ideal and correct?

Studies y \ McGeorge with college indicate that subjects can
i

fake downward but not upward on the DIT (e 4.001)'(Rest et al.,

1974), which would be expected with the cognitive development

model.

Criterion-related validity is.studied by comparing the

instrument.or scale Scores with an external criterion known

to measure the attribute under study (Kerlinger; 1973). The
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following sttOies, cited by Rest (1974b)., demonstrate many

measures of criterion-related validity for the DIT. A summary

of comparative test results is shown on Table 2.

se

we.



TABLE 2

Criterion-Related Validity of the DIT
a

.......

MEASURE

1. DIT

rehension

3. Libertarianism

4. Law and Order

5. DAT

6. Father's Occupatiotf

7. Father's Educatign''

8. Sex

41.

Correlations in Ninth-Grade Sample

1 2 3 4 5 6 .7

.58**

.37** .08

-.23* .12 -.41**

..35** .41** -.06

.02 .08 -.01 .07 -.01

.17 .14 .09 -.01 -.07 .59** s

.25* .22 .20 -.20 .06 .04 -.08

.
1

Motet DIT .., Defining Issues Test; DAT =iDifferential Ability Tests; n...73

* p.05
** p..c.91

aRest at 4.",` 1974:497



1) The,DIT correlates significantly CP4.'.- ,01 in the 1960s

with studies of morel comprehension. These resu s indicate

that an individ'ual's choice ofthe most import: t issues in

hypothetical moral dilemmas is related .to his ability to corn-

prebend high-stage conceptions. Correlation ith measures of

aptitude,.achievement and IQ (Differentiil bilities Test and

Iowa Test of Basic Skills) was in the .30 o .40 range (Rest

et' l., 1974).

2) In studies with the DIT and Kohlb rg's test inthetero-
,

geneous groups, the P score correlations range in the high

.60's (Rest et al., 1974).

3) Studies with people's stances o

political attitudes as measured on the

Libertarian Democracy' Test have, correl

significant beyond the .01 level: Thi

vidual's choice of the most important

moral dilemmas is related to his valu

controversial moral-

w and Order Test and

ted in 'the .60's, highly

indicates that an indi-

ssues in hypothetical.

positions on real

moral-political issues .(Rest et al., 1J974).

Content validity consists basically of judgement regard-

ing the sampling

g iniirument

correlation with

this correlation

adequacy-of the content covered by the mess-

(Kerlinger, 1973)...AJ previously cited,

Kohlberg's test is i the high .60's. Although

.

is not high enough t4 consider the two tests

',A I
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equivalent, It is the highest correlation with Kohlberg's

teft for a sample (n 47), of at:least this size (Rest et al.,

1974).:Thus the content issues of the DIT adequately measure

--
the stages of moral judgement proposed in the cognitive de-

_velopment thgbry. '4

. Pk

Test-retest reliability for the DIT averages .81..Inter-

nal consistency averages .78 (Rest et al., 1974).44m4 =4 #

Although thisthis discussion of reliability and-baiidity is

in reference to the long form DIT,Sft has been s'.own thtt the

P score on the.short versio correlatei :93 with the P score

on the long version (Rest et.al., 1974). Therefore, 'statistics

4 4,

have some generalizability between forms of the instrument.

The Environmental Issues Test (EIT)
ra

The Environmental Issues Test ,(EIT) was developed by Dr.

Louis Iozzi of the 'Institute for Science, Technology and,

Social Scierice Educktion at Rutgers University (Appendix

As.with the DIT,- the test is designed to gather information

' indicative of the thought patterns apd processes of the ind1.4

vidual. It differs from the DIT in 'lir the dilemmas are set

in an environmental rather than a generil social context.

Thus!the instrument can be used to determine if people score

at differint Kohlbergian levels' on moral issues set in a'- dif-
.

.

ferent context.

-

414
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The EIT contains five dilemmas and requires 50 - 60

minutes to complete. As in the DIT, derivation of the P score

permits the detection of small increments of change in the

individuals' thought patterns.

Validity. -- Construct and criterion-related validity for the

LIT have been established by the same procedures as Rest's

and _hive yielded similar results (Iozzi, 1978). When the EIT

was given to 40 ninth grade students to determine test-retest

stability, the Pearson product moment correlation was .84.

If the EIT is able to reliably differentiate between

levels of moral maturity, older, more educated children would

be expected to achieve higher scores on the EIT than younger

children. When administered to college, high school senior

and ninth grade students, the mean P scores did show a differ-

ence between groups, higher stages being used more by more

diveloped and educarsionally advanced students. A separate mean

/,44,-...e for college environmental science majors yielded the

h ghest mean EIT score. A one way analysis of variance of the

exults yielded an F value of 57.2 (2.4.001). Statistical

analysis of mean scores using the Scheffe method for multiple

contrasts also confirmed a difference significant at the

p .001. level (Iozzi, 1978) .
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If the EIT effectively measures the subject's value sys-

tem rather than value-neutral intellectualizing skill, ithe

EIT score should correlate significantly with other purported

measures of values and attitudes. However, because the EIT

measures a specific set of values (moral values), only a

moderate correlation with measures of general environmental

attitude or, value inventories would be expected. When compared

to the affective subscale on the EcolOgy Attitude Inventory tp

determine the relationship between Ell' score and emotionality

about environmental issues, a correlation of .36 was found.

This moderate correlatton ratio is significant at pie. .001'

(Iozzi, 1978).

As with the DIT, P scores on the EIT would expectedly be

higher after students had been exposed to a curriculum speci-

fically designed to accelerate or increase the moral maturity

levels. Preliminary analysis of scores of students exposed to

such modules produced by the Institute for Science, Technology,

and ScienckEducation shows significantly higher post-test

scores for students exposed to the modules than for the unex-

posed control group (Iozzi, 1978).

In validating the DIT, Rest showed that selection of a

particular issue statement reflects the students' understanding

I t



of moral concepts inherent in that statement rather than mere

selection of statements that "sound good" (Rest et al., 1974).

Because the issue statements on the DIT and EIT are the same,

the original validation is applicable to the EIT (Iozzi, 1978).

A correlation of the EIT with the DIT based on 189 students

was .73. This correlation indicates that both tests measure

moral reasoning. Iozzi explains the difference in test scores

as attributable to the contention that people apply different

levels of moral reasoning in different situations, i.e., in an

environmental as opposed to a general sncial context (Iozzi,

1978).

Student Survey

The Student Survey is designed to collect demographic in-

formation considered as possible alternative explanations for

the variance in the dependent variables AppendiX C). Developed
t2by the investigator, the survey solic is information in three

categories:
I _Ael

1) General Information (age, sex, race, family income,

type of residence, size of residence, parents' occupations),

2) Educational Background (grade, years in present school

system, course, science classes completed, environmentally re-

lated experiences), and

4
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3) Religious Background (degree of involvement, years of

involvement, religious affiliation, religious activities,

parents' religious involvement). In each of the 18 items, the

respondent was asked to check the appropriate descriptive

selection(s).

The Student Survey was submitted to a panel of fi3te gra-

duate students and university faculty for review. After modi-

fications, the instrument was approved for use in the study.

Conditions of Testing

Testing of subjects took place between January 18 and

February 26, 1982. Tests were administered by teachers in re-

quired senior history classes. Complete verbal instructions

for administering the tests were provided in the teacher's

packet (Appendix B) to control variNlity between testers.

Tests were color coded (DIT pink, EIT yellow, Student Survey

blue and green) to facilitate test administration.

On the first day of testing, each student received a

coded packet containing a copy of the Student Survey, DIT and

EIT. 4umerical codes from 1000 to 1999 were assigned to

vase school packets, and from 2000 to 2999 to public school

packets. Answer sheets for private schools were printed on

blue paper and answer sheets for public schools on green paper.
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Student names appeared only on the outside of the packet

envelope to ensure that the student would receive the same

packet for both tesesessions. At the end of the second day

of testing, packets were discarded and only test forms,

affixed with an enclosed clasp, collected by the teacher for

analysis by the investigator. In this way, student anonymity

was maintained.

The Student Survey and DIT were administered on one day

and the EIT on the other day. Testing order was randomly

assigned to the first school, and alternated in successive

schools to control the test effect.

Although the tests were not timed, testing was completed

in two 45-minute sessions on successive days. When requested

by the school administrator, a letter to the parents was sent

home with participating students to inform them of the nature

of the investigation and testing. Because of the nature of the

study, Human Subjects forms were waived.

Although cooperation with the testing probram could not

be required, all students in involved classes were expected

to participate. Students absent during all or part of the

testing schedule completed the tests on subsequent days under

the direction of the teacher.
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Results of the Student Survey, DIT and EIT were coded for

computer analysis. The Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences (SPSS) (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner and Bent,

1975) was used to analyze the data_ Significance levels were

set at El..4 .05.

Data transformation was performed where necessary to meet

the specifications of the SPSS progr7ims. Science classes,

environmentally-related experiences and religious activities

were converted to dichotomous variables for each classifica-

tion, and a total number of classifications for each category

was tabulated and entered as 'part of the data. To test for

group influences using t-tests, multi-level variables were

collapsed into two groups for comparison of means. For multi-

ple regression, nominal level data was dichotomized and entered

into the list of predictors as dummy variables.

All data analysis.was pert ;Toed using the Baker Systems

Computer Laboratory at The Ohio State University.

The following analysis of data was completed:

1) descriptive statistics, including frequency distribu-

tions, means, medians, standard deviations and skewness for

information gathered on the Student Survey concerning
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independent variables, using SPSS subprogram FREQUENCIES;

2) a correlation matrix to compare, the dependent varia-

bles (DIT and LIT scores) with the independent variables,

using SPSS subprogram PEARSON CORR; and

3) tests of significance and correlation for hypotheses

1 through 5 using SPSS subprograms T-TEST and PEARSON CORR.

For hypotheses 1 and 2, independent sample groups private and

public schools were tested for significance of mean DIT and

LIT P scores using t-tests.

For hypotheses 3 and 4, religious involvement was measured

by four predictors:

a) degree of involvement in organized religious institu-

tions (studehts rated themselves as very active, active, occas-

atonally active or not involved in religion),

b) years of involvement in organized religious institu-

tions,

c) total religious involvement, or the total number of

religious activities in whilch the individual participates

regularly, and,

d) religious affiliation.

Significance between variable group mean DIT and EIT

scores was determined using t-tests. The one-tailed test of

tj
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significance was used when there was a priori reason to sus-

pect a direction in the relationship between variables. The

two-tailed test was used when no a priori indication of the

directionality of the relationship between variables was evi-

dent in *he literature. The strength of the relationship be- ,

tween variables was analyzed using the Pearson product-moment

correlation.

For hypothesis 5, the strength of the relationship be-

tween mean P scores on the DIT and EIT were correlated using

Pearson's correlation.
4)

4) Stepwise multiple regression was used to test hypottil-

ses 6 and,7. The dependent variables were DIT and EIT P scores.

Independent variables were sex, income, religious involvement,

type of school, course of study, years in the school system,

total science courses.and.environmentally-related experiences.

Base n ex nation of the variance levels (R
2

change) in

preliminary regression runs, criteria were established for the

inclusion of variables in the regression equation.

The maximum number of variables to be entered into the

equation (n) was set at 10. Based on degrees of freedom, the

acceptable F ratio of a variable it the value (R
2
) that would

result if that variable were included into.the equation(on that
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next step. The default value, T i .001, was accepted for

tolerance, the third parameter, which is the proportion of

the variance of the dependent variable not explained by the

independent variables alreidy in the equation (Nie, et al.,

1975).

Summary

An ex post facto study was conducted in an attempt to

determine if personal factors, educational background and re-
A

ligious background influence the level of moral decision-making

in students. The sample was drawn from selected Collimbus pri-

vate and public schools. Three instruments, a Student Survey

of demographic information, the Defining Issues Test and the

Environmental Issues Test, were administered to the sample.

Data collectid was analyzed by computer to Orovidvdescriptive

statistics for the sample, significant correlations Jetween

and among dependent and independent variables, and a regression

analysis of the predictors of the dependent variables.
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CHAPTER IV

Analybis of Data

Introduction

A sample of 168 high school seniors in four seledted

northwest Olumbus high school's (3 private, 1 public) were

involved in the study. After the elimination of incomplete

and inconsistent tests, a ample of 130 students remained for

analysis (Table 3).

TABLE 3

Schools Used in the, Sample

School'

No. of Students
Tested

No of Tests

Eliminated

No, of Tests
in Study__

78

22

27

3

Public One

Private One

Private Two

Private Three

92

45

9

76

14

0

8

6

68
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The purpose of this chapter is to construct a statisti-

cal model based on the analysis of data collected from this

sample. The data will be presented in three sections:

1) descriptive statistics (frequencies, percentages and

means) for the sample gathered on the Student Survey;.

2) testing of hypotheses 1 through 5 based on statisti-

cal tests (Pearson's correlation and t-tests); and

3), regression analysis and testing of hypotheses 6 and

fto determine the best predictor variables and to determine

the increment of change in variation (increase in R
2
) of each

of the dependent variables attributable to each independent
"..

variable.

Descriptive Statistics

The demographic informittion concerning to population

sample presented_in this section was collected with the

Student Survey. Information was gathered in three categories;

Part I: General Information

Part II: Educational Background

Part III: Religious Background

Results were. compiled and analyzed using the SPSS jubprogram

FREQUENCIES. Variablei listed in each section, coded values

riq
44
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4nd value labels are summarized in Appendix A.

Table 4 shows that the sample was predominantly white

(96.2%). Annual family earnings were estimated at over

$20,000 by 78.5 percent of the students tested. Most ;resided

in a single family dwelling (90.8%) on a lot less than one

in size (85.4%). Nearly half (48.5%) had fathers occu-

pied in business or industry, and the majority (66.9%) re-

ported that mothers worind at least part time. Education was

the leading occupation for mothers of students involved in the

study, comprising 24.6 percent of the total sample.

ti

I

e
r 1

.4
sir



fABIZI 4

Personal Demog aphic Infdrmation of the Sample

Level

Sex

Income

Residence

15
16 2

17 1 79,

18 48

White
Non-White

n 130)

(1) Below $10,',00

(2) $10-$20,000
(3) '$20-$30,000
(4) $30440,000
(5) $40450,000

Over 50 000

Apartment
Condominium
House
Farm

72

58

125

5

Urbanization

Si

No Yard
4.25 Acre
.25-1 Acre
1-5 Acres
More than 5 Acres

1

12

26

23,
20

33
2

8

118
1

5

37

.74

11

3

of Sample Mean Standard Deviation

0.8

60.8
36.9

17.3 .5

55.4
44.6
96.2

3.8
0.8
9.2

'20.0 3.8 1.9

17.7
15.4
25.4
1.5
e

6.2

90.8.
0.8
3.8
28.5

56.9
8.5
2.3
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

Variable Level
Frequency
'(n - 130)

Percent (;)
of Sample Mean Standard Deviation

Business 50 38.5

Father's
Self-EmplOyed
Education

24
16

18.5
12.3

Occupation
Industry 13 10.0

..Government 8 6.2

Housewife 43 33.1
Mother's Education 32 24.6

Occupation Business 20 15.4

Health 13 10.0

&Where numbers do lot total 130. information was not available.
b
Where percent does not total 100. only major variable levels were listed.

C.
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The educational background of the sample is summarized

in Table 5. Of the 130 students, making up the sample, 60.6

percent attended public schools. Students were predominantly

engaged in college preparatory curricula (8Q.8 %). Over half

of the students had completed earth science, general biology

and/or chemistry courses. The mean number of high school level'

science courses taken was 2.68. Subjects reported participa-

tion in an average of 1.32 environmentally-related experiences

such as resident outdoor education (44.6%) and camps (66.9%).

I

L.



TABLE 5

.ational Background of the Sample

Variable Level
Frequency

.. 130)

Percent (7.)

of Sampleb Mean
Standard
Deviation

School Private 52 40.0 .

Type Public 78 60.0
.

College Prep. 105 80.8
Courst General 20 15.4

Vocational 3.1

Total !0 0
, 18 21.5

Environmentally- 1 44 33.8

Related 2 , 48 36.9 1.32 .92

Experiences / 3 9 6.9

4 1 0.8

Environmentally- Resident Outdoor
Related Education 58 44.6
Experiences , Can. y 87 66.9

. 0 2 1.5

Total 1 21 16.2
HighSchool 2 31 23.8
Science 3 45 34.6 2.68 .16

Comities 4 25 19.2

Completed 5= 5 3.P

6 1 0.d



TABLE 5 (Continued)

Variable Level
Frequencya
n w 130)

Percent (%)
of Sam leb Mean

.t

Standard Deviation
Earth Science 97 74.6

Science General Biology 106 81.5
Courses Advanced Biology 8 6.2
Completed Chemistry 81 62.3

Physics 32 24.6
Other 23 , 17.7

t....

aWhere numbers do not total 130, information was not available.
b
Where percents do not total 100, only major variable levels are included.
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Table 6 records information on the religious background

reported by the student sample. Although 90.1 percent were,

for the purposes of this study, classified-as part of the

Judeo-Christian tradition (Protestant, Cccholic or Jewish),

the sample was predominantly Protestant (73.1). Less than

five percent identified no religiousinffiliation. The sample

was dichotomous in terms of religious involvement. Almost

half (48.57,) rated themselves as Act involved or occasionally

involved in their teligion while the remaining 51.5 percent

classi ?ied themselves as active or veiy active. Sixty-seven

percent claimed involvement fn organized religion for. more

than five years, while 48.5 percent of the total sample cited

over ten years of religious involvement. Of the list of

seven religious activities presented, the sample repOrted a

mean involvement in 2.25 of them.



9 TABLE 6

Religious Background at the Sample

Variable Level

Frequencya
(n = 130)

Percent (7)

ofSampleb Mean
Standard
Deviation

Religious,
Affiliation

Protestant
Catholic
Jewish
Other
None

95

21

4

6

t

73.1

16.2

0.8

3.0

4.6

Degree of
Involvement

(1) Not Involved
(2) Occasionally
(3) Actively
(4) Ver Active

20

43

39

28

15.4

33.1
30.0
21.5

'2.58 .99
Cs

Years. of

Religious
Involvement

None
Less than 1
1 - 2

3, 5

5 - 10
More than 10

12

4

10

17

'24

'63

9.2

3.1

7.7

13.1

18.5
48.5

Total
Religious
Activities

0

1

2

3

4

5

7

22,

32

18

22

25

9-

1

1

16.19

24.6
13.8

16.9

19.2

6.9

0.8

0.8

2.25 1.66

aWhere numbers do not total 130, information was not available.
bWhere percents do not total 100, only major variable levels were listed.

92
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Testing of the Null Hypotheses.

To examine the influence of religious background and

school philosophy on the individual's le el of m al decisiah-

rmaking in societal and environmental\areas, seven research hy-
,

potheses were developed. For the purpose of statisticallanaly-

sis and testing, these were restated and treated as null

hypotheses.

The null form of hypotheses 1 and 2 are as follows:

Null Hypothesis 1: There will be no significant
difference (p..05) between the mean P score'on
the Defining Issues Test (DIT) of students in
private and public schools. That is, there will
be no significant difference between the relative
importance attributed to principled moral consi-
derations in general% social issues by seniors in
public and private high schools.

Null Hypothesis 2: There will be no significant
difference (24.05) between the mean P score on
the Environmental Issues Test (EIT) of students in
private- and public schools, that is, there will be
no significant difference between the relative im-
portance attributed to/principled moral considera-
tions in environmental issues by seniors in public
arid private high schools. a

Because data for these two hypotheses was classified into

two groups (public and private high schools), the t- -test was

used to test-for significant differences in group means. The

SPSS subpiogram, T-TEST, was utilized in the computer analysis.

F tests which tested the equality qf var4ance for the two
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4

groups were not significant and the variances of the two

groups were assumed to be equal.

Results bt the t-tests (Table 7) showed no significant

difference (2,4.05) between the mean DIT P scores of senior .

students in private and public schools. There was, however,

significant difference ( E = . 0 5 )) 'between the mean EIT scores
.

of students 4p private and public schools. Pearson'-s correla-

tion coefficient (r) for EIT score and school type was .20.

Mean scores on both tests were higher for public than'private

school students.

TABLE 7

T-Test Results V'o'r School Type

School ..Standard

Type Frequency Mean Deviation T-Value g
DIT Private 52 28.52 14.08

-0.79 .43
ore Public 78 30.51 14.20

EIT Private 52 36.65 12.77
P score PuPublic: 78 42.48 14.47

-2.36 .02*

*2 4 .05 .0

Based on this analysis of data, null hypothes3.6 1 was not

rejected, while null hypothesis 2 was rejected.

The null form of hypotheses 3 and 4 .are as follows:

Null Hypothesis 3: There will, be no significant
correlation (1E4 .05) between the mean P score on
the Air and the degree of religious involvement.
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Null Hypothesis 4: There will be no significant
correlation (p 4..05) between the mean P score
on the EIT and the degree of religious Involvement.

For the purposes of this study, degree of religious in-

volvement was measured by four variables:

. 1) degree of involvement in organized religious institu-

tions as reported by student self evaluation to be very

riractive, active, occasionally active or involvedk

. ,

2) years of involvement in organized religious institu-

tions;

3> total religious involvement, the total number of re-
,

-ligions activities =in which the individual participated

regularly and;

4) teligious affiliation.



TABLE 8

T-Test Results for Religious Involvement and Affiliation

OW W

14 0

eligio0s.

Affiliation

Mean P Stafidard

ariable Group N Score . Deviation T-Value

Not or'
gree bf Occasionally

Involvement
Active or
Very Active

None

Judeo-
Christian

Not or

Degree of .

Involvement

Occasionally

Active or
Very Active

None
Religious
Affiliation Judeo-

Christian

28.93 13.45.63
-0.61 .54

67 30.4 14.81
6 38.33 16.41

1.50 .14

ill 29.45 14.04

Alb

63 41.36 13.95

0.96

67 39.01 14.18

6 36.33 14.72

0.58 .56

117 39.79 14.19
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In order to determine if mean DIT and EIT P scores dif-

fered significantly (24.05) for the variables "degree of

religious involvement" and "religious effiliation," levels of

the variables were collapsed into tuo groups. Analysis using

the SPSS subprogram ,T-TEST showed no significant (v -4.05)

difference between subjects not involved or Occasionally in-

volved with a religious institution and those actively or very

actively involved on either the DIT or EIT test. No signifi-

cant(a4 .,05) difference was found between mean DIT or EIT

test scores for'groups having no; religious affiliation as com-

pared to Judeo-Christians (Table 8).

TABLE 9

Correlations for Years of Involvement and Activities

Variable DIT r

Years of
Religious
Involvement

DIT

-.04 .68

Total
Religious
Activities .12 .17

EIT t EIT 2

-.09 .31

-.02

Though not significantly different at the .05 level be-

cause of the large difference

P score for those claiming no

siderably higher ('8.88 points)

in the cell sizes, the mean DIT

religious affiliation was con-

than for the Judea-Christians.

Nit

(lc.
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This difference was significant at the .15 level. Religiously

active students scored slightly higher (1.51 point's) on the

DIT than less active students. The reverse in both variables

is seen with the comparison of mean EI ores: low religious

involvement scored 2.35 poihts higher, and Judeo-Christians

scored 3.46 points higher than those with no religious

affiliation.

DIT and EIT P scores did not correlate significantly

(2 4.05) with either the variable for years of religious in-
\

volvemeht or total number of religious activities (Table 9)

when analy;ed using SPSS subprogram PEARSON CORR. All corre-'
I

lations in these categories were negative except the correla-

tionsbetween DIT score and total religious activities, This

correlation (.12) was significant at the .20 level.

On the basis of these analyses, neither null hypotheses'

3 or 4 was rejected.

The null-form of hypothesis 5 is as

Null Hypothesis 5: There will be no
correlation (p.L...05) between the P.

the DIT and EIT.

follows:

significant
scores on

T-Tests of significance between independent groups showed

consistently higher mean P scores on the EIT than on the'DIT

(Table 10).
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TABLE 10

T-Test Comparisons of DIT and EIT Mean P Scores

Variable Level
Mean DIT
P Score

Mean EIT,

P Score (EIT-DITI_

Degree of Low 28.9 41.4 12.5

Religious
Involvement Hi &h - 30.4 .39.0 8.6

-None 38.3 36.3 -2.0

Religious
Affiliation Judeo-

Christian 29.4 39.4 10.0

School Private 28.5 36.7 8.2

Type Public 30.5 42.5 12.0'

Analysis using SPSS subprogram PEARSO-CORR showed a highly

significant correlation (p..4.001) between DIT and EIT P

scores. Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) was .50. The

positive r value indicates a direct relationship between the

P scores on the two tests, i.e., as one increases, the other
AT&

does also. On the basis of this analysis, null hypoth4is 5

was rejected.

Correlations between and among variables are summarized

on Table 11. The independent variables total number of science

courses taken, earth science, chemistry, physics and EIT P

score correlated significantly .05) with DIT P scare.

All were positive correlations, suggeiting that increases in

these variables were related to an increase in DIT P score.
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Significant (24.05) correlations with EIT P score were

school type, earth science, mother's religious involvement and

DIT P score. The direct relationship between school'type and

EIT score indicated by the positive r value suggests higher

EIT scores for public school than for private. school students.

The negative:Correlation with mother's religious involvement
2

implies an inverse relationship. ThisiuggAts that high reli-

gious activity oh the part of the mother tends to suppr

the EIT P score.

p



,TABLE 11

Vertable Correlations with DIT and EIT P Scores

Variable. r with DIT. p with DIT r with EIT p with EIT

GENERAL INFORMATION
School Type .07 .43 .20 .02*

Agp -.03 .76 -.03 .71

Sex .01 .94 .15 .08

Rae .02 .85 -.06 .54

Income .08 .42 .12 .22

Residence Type -.13 .13 -.03 .69

Reiidence Size -.01 .90 .03 .70

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
Years in Present School .01 .93 .05 .60

Course -.14 .10 -.15 .10.

Total Science Courses .28 .001*** .15 .08

Earth Science .23 .01** .17 .05*

General Biology .12 .18 .04 '62

Advanced Biology .08 .38 -.01 .90

Chemistry .12 .03* .07 .45

Physics .21 .02* .13 ' .14

Other .03 '.72 -.07 .40

Total Environmentally-
Related Experiences .16 .08 .14 .12

Resident Outdoor Edu. .06 .54 .01 .96

Tnt101 Field Studies .16 .08 .14 .12

Youth:Conservation Corps ,03 .72 .16 .07

Camp ,08 .35 .03 .75

Other ,
.09 .33 .16 .07

1u2
s?,



TABLE 11 (Continued)

Variable r with DIT 2 with DIT r with EIT 2 with Err

RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND
Degree of Religious

Involvement .04 .63 -.05 .54

Years of Religious
Involvement -.04 .68 -.09 .31

Totll Religious Activities .12 .17 -.02 .84

Wtrship.Service .16 .06 .06 .44

Sunday School .03 .75 -.16 .06

Cathechism -.01 .87 .12 .16'

Youth ActiVities .01 .93 -.02 .79

Bible Study .06 .52 -.09 .31

Church Camp .09 .26 -.01 .98

Other .03 .70 .03 .75

Father's Religious Involvement .06 .54 -.02 .77

Mother's Religious Involvement -.08 .36 .05*

DIT Score 1.00 ,50 .001***

EIT Score .50 .001*** 1.00

* 2. 05

** 4G, .01

*** P x.001
4F

lu
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ression and Testing of Null Hypotheses 6 and 7

-Forward (stepwise) multiple regression using SPSS sub-

program REGRESSION was used to test hypotheses 6 and The

null form of hypotheses 6 and 7 are as follows:

Null Hypothesis 6: There are no significant
(2 AL.05) predictors or combinations of pre-
dictors of DIT P score from thk variable
list: EIT " score; educational background,
religious backgroUnd_and personal factors.

Null. H othesis 7: There will be no signifi-

cant (2 predictors or combination of
predictors for4EIT P score from the variable
list: DIT P score, educational background,
religious background and personal factors.'

In the regression analysis using DIT P score as the de-

pendent variable, three predictor variables were identified

as significant within the specified parameters (24 .05, F>

2.5) (Table 12). Judeo-Christian religious affiliation,signi-

ficant at the .10 level (F ... 2.17), correlated negatively

with DIT Store. Of the three statistically Significant varia-
RIO

bles, 28 percent (R
2
change) of the variability in DIT score

was attributed to a single predictor, EIT score. The combined

effect of the three predictors accounted for 36 percent, (R
2
)

of Lhe variabilJy in DIT score, leaving 64 percent of the

variability in DIT score unexplained by the variables under

study.
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While -Ert-s-dt:ffeiiici total science courses Correlated. pos-
.

itively with DIT score, religious affiliation correlated nega;

tively,,indicating that the latter suppressed the DIT score.

This suggests that prediction of.the DIT.P score is enhanced

by inf6rmation about a student's EIT,score, science courses /

and religious affiliation. Specifically, it appears that the

higher the EIT score, the more science coursed taken, and the

absence of religious affiliatioewould.predict a high DIT 12

$



TABLE 12

Regression Analysis for BIT P Scori

Variable

With.
EIT.P
Score

Without
EIT P
Score-

Simple R

EIT P Score
Total Science

Courses
Religious
Affiliation

Total Science
Courses

Mother's Religious.
Involvement

.253

.29

-.14

.29

-.11

Multiple R Rl Change Fa

.53 .28 .28 48.34***

.58 .33 .05 7.66***

.60 .36 .02 4.73**

.29 .09 .09 13.22**m

33 .11 .02 3.03*

aF values Teported are those for the individual independent variables.
* 2 G. .05

Int k 4. .01
Irk* 2 4..001

1
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Because EIT score was Bch a dominant predictor, a re-

gression analysis was-performed without EIT Score entered as

an independent variable-. Two predictor variables were listed

within the specified parameters (14 .05), (Table 12). No other

variables were significant at the .10 level. A total of 11

percent -(R
2) of the variability in DIT score was explained by

the two significant variables. The majority (9%) was dub to

total science courses. A negative correlation (simple R) was

reported for the variable religiously active mother, suggest-

ing that active and very active religious illvolvement on the

part of the mother seemed to have a negative effect on the.

student's general moral development.

The statistics recorded on Table 12 are illustrated in

Figure 1.

1

_AL
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FIGURE 1.

Predictors cf DIT P score

Regression analysis for the dependent variable EIT P score

indicated five variables that were statistically significant

(2 4.05)*(Table 13). No additional variables were

at the .10 level. A total df 39 per:ent (R
2
) of the vgriabili-

,

ty was attributed to thege five significant variablei, 28 per-

t

cent being due to DIT P score alone. The remaining four pre-

dictors each accounted for two or three percent Of Ike IT

variability. All variables correlated positively with EIT score

except Judeo-Christian affiliation. Therefore, prediction of
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EIT P score is enhanced by information about a student's DIT

P score, type of school, religious afgiliatibn and sex.

Specifically, it suggests that a female student attending a

public school, whose religious affill Lion is other than

Judeo-Christian, and who scores high on the DIT will have a

high EIT P score.



With
DIT P
Sccir

Without
DIT P
Score

a

TABLE 13

Regression Analysis for EIT P Score

Variable Simple R Multiple R R
2

R
2
Change Fa

DIT P Score .53 .53 .28 .28 55.81***

Public School .22 .56 .31 .03 5.84***

Religious Affiliation .07 .59 .34 .03 9.42***

Female .16 .61 .37 .02 4.85***

Judeo-Christian -.07 .62 .39 .02 1 3.754*

'Public School .22 .22 .05 .05 7.97***

Female
Total Science Courses

.16

.15

.28

.33

.08

.11

.03

.03

4.59**
3.69*

F Values repor.ted are for the individual independent variables. 4

It \ 4:. .05

**R. 4.01

***2 4. .001

1'3

c

1 I 4
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The regression analysis without DIT P score entered as

a variable yielded three predictors significant at the .05

level and explained a total of 11 percent of the variability.

No additional variables were significant at the .10 level.

The variable public school explained five percent (R
2
change)

of the dependent variable ft, this equation. All correlations

were positive.

The regression statistics on Table llare diagrammatically

shown on Figure 2.

1

4

GS
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Sex DIT'P
'Score

School
Type

Religious
Affiliation

FIGURE 2

Predictors of EIT P Score

On.thq basis of these regression analyses, null hypothe-

ses 6 and 7 were rejected, as significant (2 41.05) predictors

of both DIT and EIT P score were evident.

ve

4r

tj[ 1
-a.



Summary

Of the independent variables measured, the variables that

correlated significantly (p. 4.05) with DIT P.score were total

number of science courses taken, earth science, chemistry,

physics'and EIT P score. All were positive correlations. Sig-

nificant correlations (p. 4.05) with EIT P score were schoo

type, earth science, mother's religious involvement and DIT P

score. All were positive correlations except the level of .

mother's religious involvement.

Forward (stepwise) inclusion of variables in a multiple

regression equation for DIT P score identified EIT P score,

total number of science courses, and religious affiliation as

the best predictors, the latter having a negative effect. To-

gether, these variables accounted for 36 percent of the varia-

bility in the DIT score. EIT score alone explained 28 percent of

the variability in the DIT score. EIT score alone explained 28

percent of the variability in the DIT score.

The multiple regression analysis listed five variables

within the specified parameters as predictors of EIT P score.

DIT P score, public school,.religious affiliation and female

sex apparently enhanced EIT score, while Judeo-Christian affi-

liation tended to suppress it. DIT i score accounted for most

(28%) of the 39 percent variability explained by these

417
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predictors.

Table 14 summarizes the tests of null hypotheses performed.,

TABLE 14

Results of Tests of Null Hypotheses'

Nall Hypothesis 1
Null Hypothesis 2
Null Hypothesis 3
Null Hypothesis 4
Null Hypothesis 5
Null Hypothesis 6
Null Hypothesis 7

Not Rejected
?Rejected
Not Rejected
Not Rejected
Rejected
Rejected*
Rejected

0

.11s
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CHAPTER V

Conclusitn

Summary,

This study determined if variables in the individual's

persdnal, educational and religious backgrounds infiuence the

level of moral decision-making in general societal specific

environmental areas. The study fOcused on private and public
r

schools as measures of schOol philosophy and on religious in-
*

volVement, as measured by religious affiliation, degree and

years of involvement, and total religious activities.

One hundred and thirty high school seniors from four

Columbus area schools comprised the sample under study. Three

instruments were used to gather data:. a Student Survey, the

Defining Issues Test and theEnvironmental Issues Test. Re-

.,

sults were analyzed using discriptiye statistics concerning

the population, t-tests and Pearson'sicorrelation coefficient,

and multiple regression analyses.

The conclusions, based on the results of these computer

analyses, are presented in.thiErchapter. Discussion of the

99

lel a
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significance of thi findings will be presented in four areas

related to the sample:

1) personal background,

.2) educational background,

3) religious background, and

4) test instruments.

Aon .

Personal. Background. -- Because of the nature of the sample,

significant 'variation on multiple levels of many of the per-

son4l- demographic vafiables was not evident. Because these

variables (age, race, residetice and degree of urbanization)-

were relatively constant throughout the sample, their effect

on the depen#int-ivariables'was not expected to be significant.

Of the personal variables tested, no significant correla-

tions were found with DIT and EIT test scores. The lack of

correlation between DIT score,and income appears to be contrary

to Kohlber&'s findings that moral development occurs faster

in children of higher socioeconomic status (Hash, 1975). The

dichotomy within the sample on the-variable "income" may not

have been as drastic as in Kohlberg's .study. Kohlberg compared

middle cuss children with urban lower class children, and

urban lower class children with village lower class children.
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The former in each set showed higher levels of development._

In'this study, the urbanization factor was relatively

constant and the Umbrae level varied. This'may suggest that

the degree of urbanization is as important as scidioeccnoiic

status in moral development. Leopold (1949) suggested a strong

link between urbanization and levelof environmental decision- .

making. The need exists for further study in this area.

Educational Background.--Several educationally significant

-conclusions can be drawn Spam this study that have impliClations

for environmental educators. The first is that, based on the

frequencies compiled from the Student Survey, high school

4
seniors hive been exposed to few institutionalized environ-

mentally-related experiences such as camps, resident outdoor

education, field studies and conservation-based jobs. In the

schools sampled, seniors reported participation in only 1.32

environmentalipsyelated experiences as part of their education.

Most of these had attended camps (§6.97)., 21 perdent of whtch

were church camps. It is not known if these camps included a
4

strong environmental emphasis in their programming. About 45

. percent of the students reported participation in resident

outdoor education. Educatipprd school pregraild era high

economic priority in the districts sampled. If students in
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'less affluent and less educationally-oriented areas could re-

p6rt as much participation in environmentally-related exper-
:.

iences as the students samples'is open to question.

Participation in institutionalized environmentally-re-

lilted experiences correlated significantly at the .10 level

(r .16) with DIT score and.at the .15 level (r = .1.4) with

EIT score (Table 11). Because of the low number of participat-

ing students, generalizability from the statistics is ques-

tionable. Yet environmentally-related experiences could poten-

tially impact environmental ethics. The findings of this study

indicate teat the response to and the effectiveness of these

experiences, especially camp programs, are areas open to

further study.

-If the sole environmental exposure of such'a high percen-

tage of students is at camps, it is vital that qualified en-
.

Vironmental educators tap this resource. Solid prOgrams, based

on developmentalist'theory and aimed at various levels, should
,

be developed and made availabl: to camp staff. The materials

should be easy to implement by the non-environmental or non'-

educators that generally constitute the camp staff. Thy must

not be elaborate or expensive to present. Finally, the prograMs

must
4
contist'of more than the cognitive coldness of
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identifying trees and putting meaningless drops into colorless

water samples. They must have at the core of their objectives

a strategy to develop the environmental decision-making

ability of the students.

Other implications for education apply to the more tra-

ditional classroom setting. The analysis indicates that the

science curriculum is somewhat impacting socio-moral develop-

ment. Correlation between DIT score and total science courses

taken was .28 (24.001). Based on the correlation between

EIT score and total science courses taken, this does not appear

to be true in the environmental-moral realm = .08, r .15).

Of the science courses investigated (earth science, biology,

advanced biology, chemistry and physics), only earth science

correlated significantly (E Z-.05) with DIT and EIT scores

(Table 11). Although 81.5 percent of the seniors had taken at

least one biology course, this was the only science level that

did not correlate significantly at the .05 level with either

the DIT or the EIT P score. This is surprising in that biology

is the ideal arena for discussions related to social- and

environmental-moral issues. The study seems to indicate that

he life sciences have not effectively addressed the affective

values realms. In a decade in which scientific advances

1'
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are bringing bioethics to the forefront, this seems a drastic

example of negligence. As Miles (1977) stated, the field is

apparently ripe for the inclusion of developmentalist moral

education strategy in science curriculum.

In environmental science curriculums need exists tc

identify and define dilemmas with

at each grade or stage within the

example, on the eleientary level,

inherent moral implications

environmental context. For

the implications of keeping

an animal a child has captured or releasing it can be explored.

The discussion can teach respect for life as well as the human

responsibility of stewardship toward the rest of nature. This

is a solid foundation for parallel but progressively more com-

plex.dilemmas in later years--landfill and development in es-

tuaries, for example--that are complicated by political and

economic considerations.

As Ryan (1981) points out, the hidden curriculum is the

most effective realm of education. Even untrained teachers can

act as environmental and moral educators here. They key is

flexibility: pausing to draw attention to and discuss the

moral implications inherent in most areas of education, pre-

and post-discussions of experiments, fieldtrips,

shows and movies that make value statements, and

television

plus-one
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modelling.

Although private schools generally claim to be ucilizing

the hidden as well as cuascious curriculum to stimulate moral

development, results of this study show no significant

.05) differences between the general moral development of

students in public and private schools. If private schools are

not providing an educational system and environment different

from that of the public schools as is claimed, there are econo-

mic ramifications. Are the children and parents associated

with private schools getting the type of education they are

paying for? Should private schools be given government aid, or

parents involved receive tax credits? Should churches invest

sizable amounts of money to sponsor private schools?

Public school students demonstrated a significantly

higher (RA4.05) mean EIT P score than private school students.

The educational implications of this are that environmental

issues apparently are discussed more openly or in a moralistic

way in public schools. There was, however, a greater difference

betWeen the EIT and DIT stores in public than in private

schools (12 points as compared to 8.2 points, see Table 10).

This is consistent with Ryan's (1981) assertion that public

schools stress values neutrality. A considerably higher EIT

hr

0
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score would suggest more freedom of discussion and confronta-

tion of moral issues associated with the environment, a rela-

tively neutral sphere, than of general social moral issues,

which carry much greater valence. As previously discussed,

however, this moral confrontation does not appear to be taking

place within the science curricula.

irhe fact that EIT P scores were consistently higher than

DIT P scores over most groups (Table 10) may have implications

for education and developmentalist theory. If moral develop-

ment is general, one would expect EIT and DIT scores to paral-

lel closely. The correlation of the two P scores would be

high. The .50 correlation (a 4.001) between DIT and EIT scores

0
and the consistently higher EIT scores found in this study may

indicate that moral development is not general, but context

specific. Although general moral development may be a prere-

quisite for environmental moral development, it does not ex-

plain the whole of environmental moral development. Kohlberg'

(1981) and Fowler (1976) have drawn a similar conclusion about

the relationship between the levels of general moral develop-

ment and the development of religious thinking. Various exper-

iences and factors may stimulate moral development in an in-

dividual in one area, while another unstimulated area remains
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on a lower level. Further analysis of test results on the ba-

sis of stage scores at all levels rather than P scores might

shed light on this theoretical question.

Religious Background.--The lack of significant difference in
ti

DIT and BIT scores between poles on the four predictors of

religious involvement seems to indicate that, contrary to

assertions from White and Nash, Judeo-Christian traditions do

not appear to have a major negative influence on moral deci-

sion-making regarding society or the environment. It also

suggests that Judeo-Christianity has not as yet taken up the

calls.by Schaeffer and Dobel for the church to set the proper

ecological precedent.

If the responsibility for environmental education rests

on the church (Nash, 1981), and if the proper theological-

ecological base is provided therein (Schaeffer, 1970; Dobel,

1977), then environmental educators should be apprised of this

potential. Although, bksed on this study, the strength of tbe

church's influence in environmental areas is open to quedtion,

this may not be globally true. In developing countries, for

example, religious leaderE often have more influence at the

"grassroots" level--the level which effective environmental

education addresses--than does the education system. Such
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educational systems often have little universal audience or

environmental emphasis. The legislative system is often unsta-

ble and deals predominantly with political issues deemed more

important than environmental issues. Religious leaders presen-

ting environmental concepts cuuld be the most effective

approach.

Also in the study, it may be theologically significant

that, while mean P scores for those with no religious affili-

ation were about the same on the DIT and EIT (38.3 and 36.3

respectively), mean scores for those of the Judeo-Christian

tradition were considerably different (29.4 on the DIT and

39.4 on the EIT). This may illustrate lekalistic Stage 3

thinking in social-moral issues characteristic of the conser-

vative church. An unquestioning respect for authority, rules

and principles established by institutions is typical of

these stages. According to Fowler's chrohology (1976), most

religious high school seniors would be at the stage of faith

in which principles and teachings of the church and religious

leaders would dictate the "right" thing to do in a social-

moral setting.

The higher EIT score for these religious seniors may in-

4111k

dicate that, the dictates of the church have not been applied

1:23
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as specifically to the environmental context, thus higher

moral stage thinking (Stage 4 and perhaps Stage 5), often

seen in high school seniors, is evident in this area. As no

precedents in environmental areas have been proclaimed by the

religious institution, development in the environmental-moral

area may have been` stimulated by exposures through school and

the media, resulting in a more universal philosophy about

"right" attitudes toward the environment and hence a higher
4

EIT score.

Legalistic religious thinking may also explain the lower
J

DIT and EIT scores for students in private schools. While the

approach to moral issues in a values neutral public school is

to present various ideas and allow the student to decide what

is morally proper, the private schools would not aspire to

this methodology. Rather, the approach is to present rules,

principles and/or absolutes as the basis of moral decision-

making. If presented as inflexible and not discussed as to

their ramifications in relation to the individual's world-view,

these codes Perpetuate or further crystallize the student at

the concrete (Stages 3 and 4) level of reasoning. The concrete

level of thinking is typical of junior high students, but high

school students often move into the level of abstract

1...();)
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reasoning. The shift is due to challenges of rules and princi-

plese causing the student to reexamine and accept, modify or

on

reject the codes.

The results of this study seem to indicate that the chal-

lenges to principles instilled in younger years that are vital

to the student's progress toward formal, inductive thinking

are lacking in the private schools sampled. A basic contention

of the private schools included in the study is that ,their

hidden and conscious curricula are stimulating moral develop-

ment. It appears that even if development to Stage 4 occurs

more quickly, the student is not challenged to the succeeding

abstract level and may stop-at the concrete level, at least

temporarily.

Numerous reinforcers of concrete thinking appear in

schools: self-paced curricula which stress one "right" answer

o

rather than supporting an answer with the reasoning processes

behind it characteristic of the open discussion approach;

highly objective tests which evaluate rightness of respOnse

rather than rightness of reasoning; rules that are announced

but not discussed or explained.
9

Based on this discussion, educational implications are

many, especially for private,schools. First, Students in the

130



upper grades need to be led to reexamine rules and principles

they have held. They need to see the codes in hierarchitl re-

jationship, differentiating between absolutes, principles?

cultural norms and traditions. Through apwlicalkon of 'this

hierarchy, to dilemmas, a consistent and table worldview

useflivin moral decision - making can be foster0.

Secondly, the classroom approach must stress individuali-

ty (i.e., the applicability-of the hierarchy of codes to- widely

varying life styles and situations) raher thin universal con-

fortuity to lower levels of the hierarchy. Open discussion

should Caipare dnd contrast an individual's moral responses to

various levels of the hierarchy.

Finally, moral development and abstract level reasoning

should be a criterion for teacher employment, especially in

schools espousing to stimulate moral development in students,.

A study of secondary science and social studies teachers

showed'that over 20 percent of the students sampled had mean

P scores at or above the P score of their own teacher (pierce,

Gross and Wilke, 1981). Kohlberg (1981) stressed the importance

of plus-one modelling to the development of wise de!ision-

making in students. Further study into comparative levels of

moral judgement of private school t&achefs and their students
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,maylelp to explain the difference between the private and

public school DIT'and EIT scores.

Test Instruments.7-Alternatiively, an overview of comparative

,DIT and EIT scares-(Table 10) implies that in most groups,

EIT P scores were considerably higher than DIT P scores. This

is probably not due to the test effect, as the order of test-
i

ing was randomized. It should not be due to the varying length

of the instruments (three dilemmas on the DIT compared to five

on the EIT) if reports of'high (.93) correlations between forms

of the DIT test are accepted. It may indicate that assumptions

concerning the parallelism of the two instruments are subject

to question. The alternative implication- -that individuals in

nearly all categories are more environmentally than'aocially

aware--is difficult to conceive of or to support.

The EIT and DIT both need revision. The wording and con-
.

struction of the 12 issue statements accompanying each dilemma

are not parallel and are frequently vague, making it difficult

to relate the statement back to.the dilemma. Furthermore,

issues are outdated: school newspaper censorship and school

faculty striking over-air pollution. The issues clearly reflect

social and environmental activism of'the 1960s and 1970s, and

are sometimes scarcely even believable by lash school students
1
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of this generation--or so comments on several test forms in-

dicated. To effectively evaluate moral'reasoning in a rapidly

changing -
culture, the instruments must regularly and consis-

tently be modified.

The Student Survey should be revised to more reliably

gather interval and ratio level data, especially for income,

. years in present school system and years of religious involve-

ment by adding qualifiers, such as "involved weekly, monthly,

or yearly."

Conclusion

Based on this study and the analysis ofsdata collected,

it seeds that the Judeo-Christian philosophy as exhibited in

a private school setting has no significant (a 4 .05) effect

on the general level of development of moral judgement in

senior students. Public school students, however, show.signif-

icantly (2 Z..05) higher levels of deciiion-making in envir-

()mental issues than their private school counterparts. Reli-

gious background does not seem to significantly (k 4..05)

affect the general or environmental levels of decision-making.

None of the personal variables under study seemed to influence

the level of deDlopment, but the number of science courses

taken significantly (2 L.05) correlated with general moral

op

04.1 4)
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development.

Acco4 to regression analyses, certain combinations of

factors can predict high DIT and EIT P scores. Of the variables

tested, high EIT score, large number of science courses taken

and absence of religious-affiliation predict a high DIT score.

A high_EIT score is predicted by a high DIT score, attendance

of a public school, religious affiliation other than Judeo-

\Christian and female sex.

Recommendations`

Based on the results and discussion of,this study, several

recommendations can be made.

1) Further research into variables affecting the level,

of moriidevelopment, esp °ecially in an environmental context,

is needed. What factors or combination of factors makes up the

64 percent of the variability iii DIT score and the 51 percent

of the variability in the EIT-score unexplained by this

study? Degree of urbanization has beat suggested Es a possibly

important variable (Leopold, 1949). Kohlberg_ found income to

be a major factor (Hash, 1975). Non-institutionalized environ-

mental experiences such as family outings, camping and the

individual's outdoor- splated hobbies should be considered as

influential factors. Also, the impact of the media as part of

eip



the individual's leisure time needs to be considered. Research

involving these and other 'variable's is recommended.

2) Participation in and the influence of institutionalized

environdentally-related experiences is open to further study.

Strong environmental education progtimi andmaterials need to

be developed and refined for use at camps ana:othcent7s

which young people visit.

3) Social- and environmental-moral issues sh4ld be

addressed in science courses, especially life sciences. The,

need exists to define environmental dilemmap useful in moral

education at all grades and stages. The need for a flexible,
I

discussion-oriented approach as part of the hiddel. curritulum

is also evident.

4)-Nontraditrabil approaches to environmental education

should beexplored. One possibility is the involvement of

religious leaders. and the church as environmental educators,

especially in developing countries. Another is the develop-

ment of programs that address people who, due to economic or

. .

other conditiOns, are locked into the self-interest orientation.
ti

of Level One. Though Kohlbergians would much prefer that the

individual, be led to higher levels of moral judgement, this

4

may not always be possible. An example is in developing
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countries. There the envi onment is sometimes exploited in an

effort to hurriedly rea the level of industrialization of

the West, and sometimes to enable impoverished people to sim-

ply survive. In these instances, an "enlightened" self-interest

may be an acceptable second choice to stage transformation.

5) The correlation between the Defining Issues Test and

Environmental Issues Test should be reexamined. It is recommen-

ded that, in further studies involving moral development in

the social and/or environmental realms, either new Kohlbergian

instruments be developed or the existing instruments be up-

dated to include more contemporary dilemmas that reflect

changing issues and values.

1
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TABLE 15

enable Listing

14

Columns Variable Name Variable Des ription Levels Code

I. PERSONAL INFORMATION

1-4 IDNUM

5 SCHTYPE

\
\

Test code number

Type of school student
attended

.

private
public

1IQO-2999

1

2

6-7 AGE Age of Student I15-19, other 15-19, other
(specify)gpecify)

8 SEX Sex of Student . Male 1
A

Female 2
4

9 RACE Ethnic background of
student

White (not Hispanic)
Black (not Hispanic)

1

2

Hispanic 3

Asian 4

American Indian or
Alaskan Native 5

Other (specify) 1-46
P.4
UI

L'%4t1

A

-.4



Table 15 (Continued)

T
Columns Variabl Name ariable Description Levels Code

10 INCOME EstitIed total annual Below $10,000 1

fami income Between $10-$20,000' 2

Between $20-$30,000 3

Between $30-$40,000 4

Between $40-$50,000 5

Over $50,000 6

11 RTYPE Type of Residence Apartment

) Condominium or
townhouse 2

40. Individual house 3

Farm 4

Other (specify) 5

12 RSIZE Size of proprty No 'ard 1

or yard Less than k acre 2

k to 1,acre 3

4 1-5 acres 4

Over 5 acres 5

rW

-I 4

1 4



TABLE 15 (Continued)

Columns Variable Name Variable Description Levels Code

13-14 FATHOC Father's Occupation(s) Business 01

Industry 02

Education 03

Government 04

Household Respons. 05

Religion 06

Citizen Action 07

Self Employed 08

Not Employed 09

Other (specifN', 10

Health 11

Engineering 12

Deceased/divorced 13

15-16 MOTHOC Mother's Occupation(s) same as FATHOC

17 Blank space

4
.,



TABLE 15 (Continued)

Columns Variable Name Variable Description \ Levels Code

II. EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

18-20 YEARSCII Number 'of 'ears in 1-2 015

Present School System 3-4 035
5-6 055

7=9 080

10-12 , 110

21 COURSE Course of Study in College Preparatory 1

School General 2

Vocational/Technical 3

22 EARTHSCI

23 GENBIO

24 ADVBIO

25 CHEM

26 PHYSICS

27 OTHER

Earth Science

General Biology

Advanced Biology

Chemistry

Physics

Other

no = 0, yes =1

no = 0, yes = 1

no = 0, yes =1

no = 0,

no = 0,

no = 0,

yes = 1

yes = 1

yes = 1



TABLE 15 (Continued)

Columns Variable Name Variable Description Levels Code

28 TOTALSCI 41 number of sci-
ence courses comple ed4 '0-6 0-6

29 ROE Resident Outdoor
Education no = 0, yes = 1

30 IFS International Field
Studies or comparable
fieldwork no = 0, yes = 1

31 YCC Youth Conservation
-Corps no = 0, yes = 1

32 CAMP Church, Music, or
Other Camp no = 0, yes = 1

33 OTHER Other'Epvironmentally-,
related Experienc4s no = 0, yes = 1

34 TOTALEE Total Number of Environ-
mentally-related
Experietces 0-5 0-5

35 Blank

ft.,



TABLE 45 (Continued)

Columns Variable Name Variable Description Levels Code

III. RELIGIOUS BACKGROUND

-36 DEGINVOL Degree of Involvement
in Organized Religion

Not involved
Occassionally active 2

Active 3

Very active 4

37-39 YRSINVOL Years of Involvement None 000

in Organized Religion Less than 1 005

1-2 4 015

3-5 040

5-10 075

More than 10 100

40 RELIGION Religious Affiliation None 1

Protestant 2

Catholic 3

Jewish 4

Moslem 5

Other (specify) 6

41 WORSER Weekly Worship Service no = 4, yes = 1



TABLE 15 (Continued)

Columns Variable Name Variable Description Levels Code

42 SSCH , Sunday School Program no = 0, yes = 1

.

43 CATCLAS Catechism Classes .
nb = 0, yes = 1

44 -YOUTHGR' Youth Organization or
Activities no = 0, yes = 1

45 BSPMTG Weekly Small Group,
Study Session, or
Prayer Meeting

46 CHCAMP Church Camp

47 OTHER Other (specify)

48 TOTRELAC Totgl Numbe of

Religidus Activities

49 FATRELAC Father's Religious

0

Involvement

no = 0, yes = 1

no = 0, yes = 1

no = 0, yes = 1

0-7 0-7

Not involved 1

Occassionally active 2

Active 3

Very Active 4



TABLE 15 (ContinUed)

Columns Variable Name

50 MOTRELAC

Variable Description Levels Code

Mother's Religious
Involvement

Not involved
Occassionally active 2

Active 3

Very active 4

1



TABLE 15 (Continued)

x
,

Columns Variable Name Variable Description
*
Levels Code

IV. TEST RESULTS
i

51-53 DIT

54-56 EIT

I

1 C 1

P Score on the Defining . .

Is-sues Test (DIT) 0-95 000-095

P Scoreon the Environ-
mental Issues Test,(EIT) 0-95 , 000-095

I

1
4.,

le

... .....
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The Ohio SW* University

Dear NAME OF ADMINISTRATOR:

Miele° el
Invinewesnist liduselien

2021 Coffey Road
Columbus. Olwo 43210

aeons 614 4224869

As a graduate student at the Ohio State University, I am

conducting research regarding the reasoning processes through

which individuals make decisions regarding ethical dilemmas.

Based on curriculum, school size and location, NAME OF SCH001

has been selected to participate in the study. The enclosed

project summary provides details concerning the theoretical

base and scope of the study. Please review it and return

the enclosed response card by FRIDAY, JANUARY 29 regarding

your participation in the study.

Your cooperation in this study is greatly appreciated.

Public and proprietary schools which have thus far agreed

to participate in the study have found the dilemmas in the

test instruments useful for class discussion in their

established curricula. It is hoped that the instruments and

results will be equally valuable to you.

Please contact me with any questions regarding the study that

might arise at 422-5589 or 294-0984.

&moot of Natural RIPSOUIVII

Yours truly,

Deborah L. Rainer

v./
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RESPONSE CARD

Yes, our school will partic, sate in your study.

No, our school is not willing `to participate in
your study.

I would like more information before reaching a
decision regarding your study. Please call me as
soon as possible. I can be reached at

signed,
p

THANK YOU

137
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Research Project Summary

AN APPLICATION OF KOHLBERG'S THEORY TO ENVIRONMENTAL

ETHICS: THE INFLUENCE OF EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS

BACKGROUND., ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF MORAL JUDGEMENT IN SELECTED

COLUMBUS Hid! SCHOOL SENIORS

0

by Deborah L. Bainer

Introduction

For the past decade, the condition of the environment has

been a major concern to this country's citizenry. In the

1960s, the threst was to assess the damage already done to

the land, water and air and in clean-up efforts. The 1970s

brought environmental regulations to maintain environmental

quality. The emphasis, however, is now shifting from the ex-

ternal to the internal as a solution to environmental

deterioration.

With increasing frequency, environmental educators are

calling for the teaching of an environmental ethic to solve

the crisis. This does not involve indoctrination with a speci-

fic set of values--that stepping on bugs is bad, for example- -

but encouraging patterns of reasoning that lead to wise manage-

ment decisions about environmental issues. An environmental
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ethic, they say, is a life philosophy or a way of making de-

cisions about the environment.

Many factors have been suggested as influences on envir-

onmental ethics. The Judeo-Christian tradition is one. White

and others assert that it has instilled an improperenviron-

mental ethic into Americans and is thus the cause of the en-

vironmental crisis. Conversely, Schaeffer maintains that a

proper environmental ethic can only be based on'he Judeo-

Christian tradition.

The central issue addressed in this research concerns

the influence of the school's educational philosophy and the

individual's religious background on his/her ability to make

moral decisions concerning the environment. An additional

objective of the study is to determine if the development of

moral judgement is general or context specific.

Related Research and Theory

Kohlberg's theory of the development of moral judgement

holds that moral development follows a three-level progression

from an egocentric through a societal to a universal perspec-

tive. Rather than "good" or "bad" behavior, morality is best

explained, according to Kohlberg, in terms of the logical
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processes through which the individual conceives and resolves

moral conflicts. The quality of an individual's moral judge-

ment is not determined by the choice per se, but by the pattern

of reasoning with which the individual justifies the choice..

Movement by the individual from one of Kohlberg's stages

to the next is stimulated by confrontation with a moral di-

lemma through which the individual must reason. The rate at

which the individual progresses through successive stages

varies due to factors such as socioeconomic status and cul-

tural background. In an educational setting, the transition

is facilitated by a conscious effort to stimulate development

in moral judgement in the overt and hidden curricula. School

philosophy and atmosphere are important.

Iozzi, a proponent of Kohlberg's model, believes that the

current environmental crisis stems'from the fact that deci-

sions and behaviors related to the environment are typical of

the lower, self-oriented stages of Kohlberg's series. The cog-

nitive developmental approach, he continues, could aid in

"preparing students to deal both with our urgent environmental

concerns and to instill an environmental ethic, which should

result in more effective and environmentally sound decision-

making."
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Research Objectives

Application of Kohlberg's theory to the classroom should

enable schools to produce citizens more able to make wise

decisions about society in general and the environment more

specifically. Further analysis of the potential, effective-

ness and limitations of the theory, however are needed. This

research project focuses on the influence of educational phi-

losophy,and religious background on the student's level of

development of moral juriOment.

Based or. Kohlberg's theory that individuals progress

through sequential stages in theirboral thinking development,

the study will:

1) identify the individual's level of moral judgement ii

general and in a specific environmental context;

2) determine whet er or not a correlation exists betweet1

the school's religious philosophy and the individual's level

of development of moral judgement in an environmental context;

3) determine whether or not religious background has an

influence on the individual's level of development of moral

judgement in an environmental context;

4) observe whether the development of moral judgement is

general or context specific.

170
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Methodology

The study involves twelfth grade students in six high

schools (three public schools and three private schools) in

the Columbus area. The public schools in this study have been

selected on the basis of their proximity to a private Chris-

tian school. Location of the two schools within the same com-:

munity will help to control extraneous variables such as resi-

dential origin and social class origin. Of the students test-

ed in each school, those who have been in that respective

system during and since grade 5 are of special interest, as

this is recognized by Kohlberg as a period during which-indi-

viduals are particularly impressionable. Private Christian

schools have been selected on the basis of their integrated

approach to curriculum and school philosophy.

Seniors, in each school will be given two tests: the

Defining Issues Test (DIT), to determine the level .4 moral

judgement of the student, and the Environmental Issues Test

'
(EIT), designed to measure moral and ethical judgement for

moral issues set in an environmental context. Demographic,

information, including residential origin, religious back-

ground and educational history (see accompanying survey), will

also be collected.
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Both the DIT anA EIT are based on Kohlberg's theory. Each

taps the individual's preference for a particular mode of

reasoning on moral issues. This is done by presenting moral

dilemma srri s similar to the one below. The student'is,asked

to assign a priority rating to the 12 issue statements giVen,

each of which is keyed to a specific moral reasoning stage.

The student then selects and lists the four items most impor-

tant to him/her in making a decision related to the dilemma.

The DIT consists of three stories all0 requires approxi-

mately-25 minutes to complete. The five- dilemma EIT shotild be

completed in 45 minute. All test and surVe'y results will be

kept strictly anonymous.

Information on the nature of the research. project, in-

structions on how to administer the tests and uses of the

test content and results in the classroom will be given to in-

volved teachers and interested administrators at a 30-minute

meeting prior to the testing date.

Testing will require two class periods on successive

days. The DIT and demographic survey will be,administered on

one day, and the EIT on another day. Preferably, testing will

occur within the' established Class structure. Senior classes

to be tested should be selected at random. Generally, three
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to five class sections are required for testing, depending on .

the size of the senior class. All testing should be compleV.ee

by Friday, February 26,.1982.

A multiple regression analysis of test results will pro-
.

vide theoretical insight into the processes associated with

the formation of an environmental ethic in individuals. Appli-

cation of the methodology used and results of the study should,

40 enable educators to identify the Kohlbergian stage of students

and to thereby modify instructional approaches for maximum

efficiency at each level.
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APPENDIX C

Teacher Test Packet

4
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Dear Facilitator:

The' Ohio sans University Division et
Environmental ildinetion

2021 Coffey Rood
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Photo 611122.5569

Thank you for your cooperation in participating in this study.

As noted in the project summary, the tests should.be administered

on two successive,days between January 18 and February 26, 1982.

Each test period will require 45 minutes. On the first test da ,

you should administer the TEST(s). On the second,day, thelEST(s)

should be given. Instructions for administering each test are

attached to the test forms.

Please stress that studptts should NOT write their names on

their test booklets or answer sheets. Student names should

appear on the test packet envelope for the purposes of your

identification ONLY. The envelope should be disgarded when,

testing is completed and only the test booklets and answer

sheets returned to me. Anonymity will thus be -itained. .

If a student is absent for part or all of the regular test ses-

sion, please allow hint /her to complete the tests as soon as

,possible after the regular test period. Indicate ofl those answer

sheets that the test was administered outside of the regular

test session.

Answer sheets and tests will be collected from you as soon as

possible after testing is completed. All testing should be com-

pleted by FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26.

If you have any questions about the study, phrase contact me at

422-5589 or 294-0984.

Sc)ooi of reston Resources

Sincerely,

Deborah t. Bainer
Graduate TeachineAssociate

I
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TEACHER INSTRUCTIONS

Day One:,

1. Distribute a test packet to each student.

2. Make sure each student has a writing implement. Blue
or black pen, pencil or flair may be uses.

3. Tell the students to write their first and', ast names
on the outside of the packet. THIS IS THE ONLY PLACE
THAT THE STUDENT'S NAME SHOULD APPEAR.

4. Administer the imngEallall. rollow the directions
below to administer the test.

5. At the end of the test period, be sure that students
have recorded their names on the test packets. Collect
the packets.

Day Two:

1. Return the packets to the students. Proceed with the
test to be administered this day, the (NAME OF TEST(s)).
Follow the attached directions to administer this test.

2. At the end of the test period, have students remove
the Student Survey, Defining Issues Test (DIT) and
Environmental Issues Test (EIT) from their packets.
Instruct students to attach the three forms together
using the paper clip in their packet. Collect the test
form bundle and discard the packet envelopes.

3. Test bundles will be picked up from you as soon as pos-
sible after testing is completed. A collection rime
will be confirmed by phone.

THANK YOU
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING TESTS

STUDENT SURVEY

1. Have students remove the green/blue form from their
packets that says STUDENT SURVEY at the top.

2. To begin the test, read the following directions to
students1

"In each of the categories listed on the survey, check the
item that best applies to you. Check only one item in each
section unless the question says to check more than one.
,If you are not sure about an answer, check cne answer
that you think is the best guess."

3. Ask students if they have any questions about what
to do. If not, tell them to begin working on the test. Allow
students 15 minutes to take the test, or whatever time is
needed.

4. To end the test, read the following directions to
students:

"Check over your test form. Make sure you have checked a
selection in each question. Make sure you have checked
only one answer in each category except for questions
12, 13 and 17 where you are asked to check as many as
apply.

Put-your test bank in your test packet."

DEFINING ISSUES TEST (DIT)

1. Have students remove the Defining Issues Test (DIT),
the pink booklet, from their test packet.

2. Read the instructions and first page of the test book-
let aloud while students read it to themselves:

"OPINIONS ABOUT SOCIAL PROBLEMS: This questionnaire is used
to learn how people think about social prpb&ems. Different
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people often have different opinions about questions of
right and wrong. Unlike math problems, there are no
"right" answers tp the questions presented here. In this
questionnaire we would like you to give us your opinions
about several problem stories.

Here is a story as an example. Read...it, then turn to
the, next page.

Frank Jones has been thinking about buying a car. He is
married, has two small children and earns an average,
income. The car he buys will be his family's only car.
It will be used mostly to get to work and drive around
town, but sometimes for vacation trips also. In trying
to decide what car to buy, Frank Jones realized that
there were a lot of questions to consider. On the next
page there is a list of some of these questions.
If you were Frank Jones, how important would each of
these questions be in deciding what car to buy?

3. Continue reading as students turn to page 2 of the

booklet:

"Now turn to the next page. On the left side of the page,

darken the circle that indicated how important each.of
the questions is in helping you decide what car to buy."

4. Allow two minutes for students to complete the sample
question in Part A.

5. Continue reading:

"Now look at Part B at the bottom of the page. From the list .
of questions-above, select the one that is MOST important
in helping you decide what car to buy. Put the number of
the most important queition on Lhe top line below. Do, the
Same for your second, third, and fourth most important

choices."

6. Allow students two minutes to select their choices .

and fill in Part B. Then ask if there are. any questions.

7. To begin the test, read the following to the students:
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"This booklet contains three stories. Read the first
story in your bookie- the bottom of the page, check

. the decision that ink should be made. Then turn
to the next page in the circle that best de-
scribes how import.. each question is to you in making
your decision. List the four most important questions
at the bottom of the page, just as you did in the sample.

When you have finished the first story, go on to the second
and third stories.

Begin working."

8. This is NOT a timed test, however students should
finish in about 25 minutely,

'9. To end the test, read the following directions to
students:

"Metk- over your answer sitee4s. Make sure you have filled
in only one circle for each question. Be sure you- have
listed, the four questions most important to your decision
at the bottom of the page for each of the stories.

Return_ the test booklet to packet."

ENVIRONMENTAL ITTE )

)

* 1. HaN4 students remove the yelloy Environmental Issues
Tess (Eli) from their packets.

2. To admini.s.ter tike test, -follow the me instructions
as for the DIT'(see abov items 2-7) .

3. TA is is not a timed test, however students should
finish in about 35 minutes.

4. To end the test, read the fbllowing s to

students:



"Check over your answer shee'ts. Make sure you have
filled in only one circle for each question. Be sure
you have listed the four questions most important to

your decision at the bottom of the page for each of

stories.

Retirn the test booklet to your packet."

a

I
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STUDENT SURVEY

Please complete the following violations. DO MOT SIGH TOUR NAME.

Ail information will remain anonymous and confidential.

PART Is General Information

Check the information that applies to you in each category below.

I. Age:
IS
16

17

is

19

Other (specify)

2. tees

4. Total annual family income:

B elow $10,000
between $10,000 and $20,000
B etween 520,00) and $30,000
Between $30,000 and $40,000
between $40,000 and $50,000

Over $50,000

S. Type of Residence:

Apartment
Condominium or townhouse

Individual house

-----rare
ether (specify)

7. Area of employment or occupation

B usiness'

Industry
Education
Government
Household Responsibilities

B. Area of employment or occupation

Business
Industry
Education
Government
Household Responsibilities

Male
Female

153

3. Race:
American Indian or
Alaskan native
Asian
Hispanic
Site (Mot Hispanic)
Slack (Mot Hispanic)
Other (specify)

6. size of property or yard:

Ho yard
Less than 1/4 acre'
1/4 to i acre
1-5 acres
Over 5 acres

'An acre is about the size of
football field.

of father or male guardian:

Religion
Citizen Action
Self employed
Mot employed
Other (specify)

a

of mother or female guardian;

Religion
Citizen Action
Self employed
Not employed
Other (specify)

1"'NJ a,
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PANT 11. Tour Ilducatiomel ackyromed

Plume provide the information requested beige.

9- Present vadat 10. Mabee of years in PRISM school system_
10

11 .31-4

12 S11
7.11

10-12

11. Course of etudyt

College preparatory Oemeral Vocational/technical

12. Science class's you hers completed or to which you are currently enrolled=

Barth science
General biology
Advanced biology
General chemistry

Aysics
Other science oourees (specify)

No science classes

1) Check the foilneinq environmentally related axperiences in which you fatty
porticipatod!

School carp or resident outdoor education program
toternational Tiede Stolle, or similar field experience

-----Vouth Conservation Corps (YCC)
,-----Camp eponored by church. scouts. or 4-0

Other (specify)
So onvironnentally related experionto

PAST III: Your Nolisioustbackgroutd

nom completo the- following question* about your religious background.

14 Which category boot describe* your religious tnvolvement2

Von active Active Occasoionally active not tnvovei

IS, Years of religious involvement.

None

Less than 1
1-2

1-$
S-10

10

17, la which religious ectivitioe are you involve47

Aeligioni
Nome
rotestant (spoc)tyi
Catholic
Jewish
Muslim
Other topecityi

suesly worship service
Sunday school program
Womble.' classes
South organisation or activations

----Weekly email group, study session or preys( iseetraq
Church am

--Other (specify)
None

154



lt. Which category best describes the religious involvement of .the parent(s) or

guardian(*) with whom you reside?

Father or male guardians
Very active
Active
Occassionally involved
Mot involved

V

I.

Mother or female guardians
Very Active
Active
Occassionally involved
Mot involved

155
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DEFINING ISSUES TEST

(DU)

OPIUM ROOT SOCIAL TIOSLIDIS

This questioonaire is used to Isere about hew people tbbok about social probless.

Differeat people often bar. different
°pintoes about questions of right and'

wrong. Unlike each problems, there are so 'right' answers to the questions

presented here. la this quanta:mare en
wield like you to give as your (*talons

oboe& errisral pra.2«: =tries.

Sere is a story as an example.
Seed it. then turn to the Oat page.

frank Jams has been thinking *bout buying a car. Se Is carried, has

two small childroo and earns an average IACONO. The car he buys will be his

featly's only car. It will be used softly to get to work ay drive around town.

but eometiass for wacstionetlys.also, In trying to &cilia what car to buy.

frank Jones realised that theirs were a lot of questions to consider. On the

seat pogo tbers to a list of sane of these soostions.

II you were fiank Jonte,-how
Worts:et mould **mot those questions

be is deciding what car to buy?

Copyright Janes hest. 1971. all right, reserved
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4

PAM A. (111224

Oa the loft heed side of the plite, dub= the circle that Iodinates the degree

of Importemo of the qualms to be *smoldered.

157

1. limber the ear dealer wee so the same block where

!rash lives.

40) (I) (I) 41) 2. Weld A mood car be more ecomomicalfla the lug run

this smear?

® 0.) ® 3. ilheihe the color was green. Ptsok's !merit, color.

0 4. *ether the cubic loch displacement was at law 200.

® S. Mould Urge, roomy car be bettor than a compact car?

ID 4. Whether the front comibilies were differential. .111,

hur I. SAMPLE)
ft

Prom the list of /pesetas,
above. select the most important one of the whole

ITOut. Put the ember ofile most
importurquestftron the top line below. Do

Mewls* for your 2nd. 3rd. end 4th mogt important ileices.

MDS1 important

1900 Most important 2

Importof

mars Most Important _IL__
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Ma AND SSE DAM

'la Slew a venom toms alma &fill from a special kind of osmcsi. There

ems eme drug that dtietors thought might save lier. It use a form of radium that

a druggist is the same toms limdreosatly des overall, The drug tees amenity, to make.

bat the druggist vas ohms:Flag tom times what the drug cost to miNt. de paid 5200

tat the radium amd charged $2.000 for e small dose of the drag. the sick vomees

husband. Neins, vent to everyame he knew to borrow the moatiy. but he could

holy get together Maui 11400 which Is hell of what It omit. Se told the

druggist than his wife mme dylag. sad sated Air to sell it *beeper or let

Alm pay lsisr, Slut the druggist said, 401o, I discovered the drug and I'm

going to sans money from it.' So Mains opt desperate and began to Ghia

ahnum breakihg into the rose's store to steal the drug for his wife.

Should Hems steal the drug? (dutch one)

Should steal it

Can't decide

Should not steal it

I

4,



JOE Me-

t? too IOU TM SICK MOMSAIS WNAND IOW WOMIAMT MOULD SACS or TWINS OlferfomS

11 XI SIDING IMMO 0111139 90 MTMAL UM DODO

1 ;
1. Whether a oommnity's laws are going to be upheld.

Al) 0 .0 0 0 2.
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Isn't is only 'Natural for a loving bisband to care so much

for his wife that he'd steal?

:II/I
3. Is Mims vii to risk getting shift as a burglar or going

to jail for chance that stealing the drug might help?

4. Whether Mains is a professional wrestler, or has considerable

influence with professional wrestlers.

S. Whether Veins is stealing for himself or doing this solely

to help someone else.

6. Whither the druggist's rights to his invention have to be

respected.

7. Whether the essence of living,ls.more encompassing than the

termination of dying, socially and individually.

S. What values are going to be the basis for governing how

people act towards each other.

9. Whether the druggist is going to be allowed to hide behind

a worthless law which only protects the rich anyhow.

10. Whether the law in this case is getting in the way of the

most basic claim of any member of society.

11. Whether the druggist deserves to be robbed for being so

greedy and cruel.

12. 'Mild stealing in such a, case bring about more total

good for the whole society or not.

4b

From the questions above, select the four most important:

Most Emportint

Secomd Most Important

Third Most important

Fourth Most Important

MM.
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Prod a senior is high sobool. wonted to publish a lamoirspibed

sowspapest for students so that he could empress many of his opiaShme. 14

wanted to speak out against the our is Viet Mem and to speak out satinet some

of the Othool's tele*. like the rule forbidding boys to war imp hair.

when Fred started his newspaper. be asked his principal for Permission.

The principal said it would be all right if before every publication Fred

would turn in all his articles for the principal's approval. Fred agreed

and turned in several articles for approval.- The principal approved all of

them and Fred published two issues of the paper in thooseet two 'alike.

But the principal had not expected that Fred's newspaper would receive so

such attention. Students were so iicits, by the moer that'they began to organise

proteets'agaixat the hair regulation and other school rules. Angry parents

objected to Fred's opinions. They phoned the principal telling his that the

newspaper was unpatriotic and Should not be published. As result of the rising

excitement, the principal ordered Fred to stop publishing. Be gave as a reaqpn

that Fred's activities were disruptAve to the operation of the school.

should the principal stop the newspaper? (Check one)

Should stop it

Can't decide

Should not stop it

v.
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leglita

IP TOP 1110t1
DIP0111/31110131.11 Olt Mill Wain= SI 1$

1111=116 MOM a WI TOP MU STOP US uslISPAM?

oP

1. Is tbe priacipal nose iseponsiblo
to studosto or to

O 400(00. paresis?

41) 41) (I) (1) (I) 2 lad tbopriscipal glue big werld tbat tbo sisepsper

esslA be publiabsd for it lass tine,or did be just

/tusks to approve *belt's/spot ass issue st tine

(I) 0 (1) 0 0 3. hold the 'student s attest protestisgArms sots if Om

priscirl !..4,90d Ito serapapor?

0.04De 4. an ohs .*liars of the e0oo1 in'tbrestesed. does the

principal beep the 'lett to sirsorders to tbo students?

ape ® e S. Soso the principal be4 the fraodon'of speech to say

*so" to ibis essjit 1

ft

O 0 0 el e G. If the priscipal stopped the serapapor would.14 be

provost*, full discussion of imvortast peoblens?

..esteliDe Y. Whether the principal's oidot would nets Prod lose

faith is the priscipal.

4Dee(De 1. ebetbor Prod ass really loyal to his schwa mad hie

sonnunity.

. OD (11 O. Mot effect...sold ;topping the paper bows oa the

students' edscatios is critical 'AWL*" and judgment?

o emitie,10. num Prod woo in say soy violating tbo ripillii

tabor.
ber

is publisbiss his ewe spisiofto.

i

'

(000(De 11. Weather prlocipal should ho isfisescod by some

Smarr-patents sad ritiasse mhos it is ilia principal
who brows best abet is soft es is the school.

(e) (i) II) (I) 32. libotherfired was spina the sompaper to stir up hatred

and dOsstest.

Pros the questisse obeys. select the fovi,sost ispoftsatt

Nast Importast

'wad i)ettoportost

ltfisd Vast Important

Peortb Host Isportast

.

11.1.
.=yogase

1111
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amen had beee imetenced to prison for 10 years. attar one yeas. howevei.

he escaped trod prison. moved to a aem area of the country. and met on tea name

of Ihompion. Tor yeas* be worked hard. and gradually he saved enough money to

bay his ors boainess9 Me on fair to his customers. lays his employees top

urge*. and gems most of his ora

lfits

to obUrity. Then one day. Mrs. Jones.

ma old matighbor, recognised hin es the arts rho had escaped tram prison 6 years

before. amfehon the police had been looriag for.

Should Mrs. Jame. report Mr. Thompson to the police endchave his *en:

beck to prison? (check one)

Should report him

Can't decide

Should not report his

162
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3

NSWEIM
sO mom moms mms. mom oar IMPONNINt memo mace or nut gammons am me Decroxmc
ammo OR NOT TO MOW NIL MICIpiairi

4

O 0000
O 0.000.

1. Nmeat Mt. !tampion bees good emoogh for :ich a long
time to prow he isn't a bad person? ,

2. everytime eomecee ewers' putiehmeat for a crime,
dearet that just sewerage more crime?

3. _Mouldn't we be bettor off without prisoband the
oppression of our legal systems?

el it

4. ass SM. Thompeon\really paid his debt to society?

S. Mould society be failing what Mr.

fairly expect?

should

G. that benefits meld prisons be wart society,

especially for a charitable tan/

7. Now mould anyone be so cruel amd heartless as to send
Mr. Thompson to prison?

I. Mould it be fair to all the prisoners who had to
serve out their fell sentences if mr. Thompson was let

off?
O. was ears. 4..ines a good friend of Mr. Thompson?

10. louldn't it be citizen's duty to report an escaped
'criminal, regardless of the circumstances?

11. Now would the will of the peoole and the public good
best be served?

12. "Mold going to prison do any good forMr. Thompson or

protect anybody?

Prom the questions above, select the four most important'

N est Tiportant

d ewed Most Important

Third Nest Important

?teeth Nost Important

i41')
4.1
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES TEST

( E I T )

OPISIONS ABOUT SOCIDL PROSLENS

This questionnaire is used to learn about bow think about social problems:

Different people often have different opinions about
questions of right and

wrong. Unlike math problems, there are no "right" answers to the questions

presented here. In this questionnaire we
would likes you to give us your opinions

about several problem stories.

Sere is story as an example.
Dead it, then tura to the next page.

Frank Jones has been
thinking about buying a car. He is married, has

two small children and earns an average income. The car he buys will be his

family's only car. It will be used mostly
to get to work and drive around town.

but sometimes for vacation trips also. In tryini to decide what car to buy,

Frank Jones realised that there were lot of questions to consider. On the

next page there is a list of some of these questions.

If you were Frank Jonas, how Important would each of these questions

be in deciding what car to buy?

Copyright The Institute for science, Technology and Social Science Education

Rutgers - The State Miversity of New Jersey. All rights reserved.



PART A. (wow
Oa the loft heed aide of the page, darken the circle that indicates the degree

of importance of the question to be considered.

MO 10 I.
Whether the car dealer was on the same block where
Yri.nk lives.0000 2.
Would a used car be more economical in the long run
than a new car/ 0"

© ®
©

es a (9 ®

3. Whether the color was green, Frank's favorite color..

4. Whether the cubic inch displacement vas fat least 200.

S. Would a large, roomy car be better than a compact car?

© ® 6. Whether therfront connibilies were differential.

PART S. (SAMPLE)

From the list of questions above, sele..t the most important one of the whole
group. Put the number of the most important question on the top line below. Do

likewise for your 2nd, 3rd, and 4th most important choices.

MOST Important 5 THIRD Most Important 3

SECOND Most Important 2 FOURTH Milt Impottak\ 1
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Southern Sleotric Mewl boecht lefts piece of find in the Southwest

from an Indian tribe. She lend we purchased to build sin large coal burning

generators. The electricity produced by these stations was to be sent to several

large cities in southern California. This load was booe beesuse it Metairie+,

gnat amounts of seal that would be burned.to produce power. It was also close%

enough to California so that power could be transmitted easily and cheaply.

Two generating stations were built. after they were put into operation.

!romp of young Indians met with the power company and the government. They

complained about the great monent of smoke produced by the generatored They

said the smoke was blackening the skies and endangering the lives of everyone for

Modred* of miles. They were also angered because mining the coal was scarring

the landscape and destroying sacred Indian grounds: They said the older Indian

loaders who sold the land didn't really undlerstand how the land was to be used.

They also felt that they were forced into an unfair agreement. The Indians

demanded that the power stations be closed and the land returned.

The power company refused. The company said it was their land and they

could do what they wanted with it. The government said that the sale was, legal

and that nothing could be dons ibout it. The Indians became desperate and began

to make plans to blow up the power station. whey felt that this would force

the compary to close.

Should the Indians blow vp the power stations?

Yes. they should blow vip the stations.

tah't dOcitie

no, they should not blow uO the stations,

1 ti
.s. t.1
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SAU312.11

11 YOU VIM ONS Of TVS INDIANS. SOW IWPOSTANT WOULD SAM Of PIUS Q01411004 St IN

DSCIDING MUSS oa NOT TN& POW1S STATIONS 'WOULD SS SLOWS UP'

I I I
I
R

0.
0

0
0

0 (1) 4
0 CD ®

\

a© CD

Whether laws are going to be upheld:

N
1. Islet it only natural 4ter Indians to care so nisch for

theft land and their people that they would blew up

the power stations?

Are the Indians willing to risk 'incise shot or going
to jail tot the chance that blowing up the power
stations might help?

4. Whether the Indians are profespional wrestlers, or have
considerable influence with professional wrestlers

S. Whether the Indians are.blowing up the power itetions
for themselves or doing this solely to help others.

® S. Whether the power company's rights or ownership havo,

,Ito be respected.

7. Whether the essence of living is mote Olicoupaseing then
the terminatioa of dying, socially and individually.

S. What values are going-to be the bests for governing
how people set towards each other.

® I. Whether the power company is going to be allowed to
hide behind a worthless law which only protects the
rich anyhow.

10. Whether the low in this case is getting in the way of
the soot basic sisal of any member of society.

llo Whether the power company deserves to be blown up for
being so greedy and cruel.

12. Would blowing up -the power company in such a case bring
about more total good for the whole society or not?

(4) G

0 0 0
0 0

From the list of questions above, select the four lost important:

Most Important
Second Most Important
Third Poet Important
fourth Most Important

((,$) The Institute for Science, 'technology and Sociel Science Education
Rutms- The'Stste Uni4ersity of New Jersey



MEM MUSE

ilevaria, a smell overpopulated amd.eefriendly sedan, vela faced with

the great problem of finding Moore feed ter its starvimg ',vie. in fact,

living sed health somditives beeves oo beff that many people were dying.

Other* were suffering so mmeh that they wanted to di.. Most of the deaths

involved b4ies. young shildren and the elderly.

A group of AmeriO4b0 becalm. very affeeerved about Muveries prefacer.

They sake, the President of the United State* to help the Ouvesiens and give

them the seeded food. flowever. the President malted that if he gave Auverie

the food it would serve to keep the population excessively high and might even

cause a population boom. Thin; when the female gone. the people of %mil.

will again be faced with the same problems.

On the other hand, if the President didn't supply the food, many people

volall die. aut. in the long run, this would greatly reduce Ruvaria's population.

With a much smeller population huverie would be ebbe to support itself and allow

its people to live fuller, more comfortable and healthier lives.

Should the President give the loud to Ittivarie

Yes, he ehould give the food to Auveria.

\ Can't decide

he should not give the food to Puvaria.

V
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SA KM 9. RAI 1 a

ti MUM 11111 PIRSISINT.'11011
tOPOOTAtt MILD &ACM Vi MOS OUS02101111 St tO OIC10166

WW1 OR OUt11111 MON7SROULD St 011311 TO MAW

4D 40 0 0 0
1. Metter the surety' sped ererpepeleted emotry to to

tower el settles 41st feed tree the Rated states.

00000 2. is the President of the Waited State', obligatad by fuer-

anima Ian stare met giving the teed to the eterviss

males geoid be the ewe es billies theses's!, of people?

00)00 et 3. Wither people would be moth bettor eft without society

regimeetteg their lives mad eves their deaths.

I cae 4. Whether the president et the Vetted States ignores the

0)40 0 0 0
? 0 0 0

0 '0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0

ressest sled ashes it appear es though be wee mover

leforeed of the problem.

3. Does the elate hare the right to force some people to

die ad others to live against their will?

4. Whet is the value of death prior to soefety's'perepectie.

are periwigs* values?

7. Whether the President hes eympsthy for the people

suffering or cares more about what society might think.

S. WM raising the,stenderd of /toles of the eurelein.

Ouverisee juetify the loss of been 111.7

9. Whether only Col should decide when a person's life

should end.

10. What velwes the President has set for himself in his

tows personal cede bY-behsviers

11. hoes leternetlesal Lew justify raising the standard

of 1iviag for future gerierettoms at thit memo. of

present gemerettort by withholding fall

12. 11111 withholdlne old is this situation set a precedent for

future actions that soy be motivated only by greed?

from the list of questions above. select the tour most important:

liset Importamt
Weed Most teportent
Third Mast *important
Powrtb Nast tow it
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01. Peters wee greatly essesemed almet the teat that several popes

malls is the arwrisers polletin" the streams aod rimers la his state. /he

atate'e drinkteg water wee Wiwi poisemed. mod omit awberi of fish were brine

'killed daily.

for sore them a year. Mr. fetes, bad tried to get state officials to do

somethis" !beet the probleb. All of his efforts mere mosecoseefol. Se felt.

however, that it all of the torn* oitiamtavvere Bede ewers at the problem

ashy of thee would egotist his in fasciae the "oversewn to talk* motion. Ms

printed at hisowo seams several thowsead inkflats emplainiag the meter pollwtion

problem. Nr. Peters then lad thoesande of leaflets dropped from a helicopter

to Loma shoppiag owners mod business areas in the town.

Mrs. Jones noticed that the leaflets littered army parts of town. She

also know thAt the town had a very strict aoti-littwr ordisance which carried

very harsh penalties -- including prison sentences. Mrs. Josef felt that M. 'stars

was breaking the law.

Should Mrs. James report W. peters to the police/

Sher should report his.

Can't decide

She should not ',Port his-

"



sammumusom
IF TOO MOM OW MSC IOW tilf0124112 WOULD SACO OP fleilt OOKSTICO1 If IM SOCI.DISC

1111211111 OS Oft TOO WOOLS WORT MO. mw TO To POLICE/

(8) dh 1. Las% the work that Mk. Peters is doiag mooe to

peeve that be last a bed perm?

CD 4D 2. lusty tier moles escipes puelabseet for a crime. ,

deeeeft that jue4 eseeeme wore crime

4944) CI) CI) CD 5. ileuldt we ho better off without palms and the
eriftweeise of emir legal antes?

0 0 0 a 0 4. le Or. hum mitre a debt to society?

0 fp (1) 0 ® 2. Whether *octet, Is foiling tis do easetbisg that It.

fete's bass right to ampecc.

(1) 41) 41) 41) 41) . Whist benefit would priseas sad pesel.iss be. *part
free society. especially tor a charitable wan?

® e 1. am meld sepses he es cruei sad Mottles* as to sand

lir. Pet to prism/

41) 0 0 0 0 O. Would it be fair to all otitis people who have troSen
the esti -litter low sod who were punished If Kr,

Peters wee let Of?

(1)' 9. Was Mr. Peters a good friend of Mrs. Jones'

10. amusit it he clitasn's duty to report a isutrwoker,

rsgardloss of the cirelowasates?

11. Mew would the will of the people and the public god

best he served,

O 12. Would !Wag fined and possibly solos to prison do cry

geed ter Mr. Peters or protect 161bode

'Too the list of Sweeties* WbOves'eelees the four soot Important:

fleet Imperteet

beefed Wet laperterkt

Third Most important

iberth Most lopertast

leammom...

416Mams
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prod, a minim is high school, tented to publish a mimeographed newspeper

1'2

fee students so that b mould elpoulis doe of his 0Pinlons. to waited to speak

out agitinet pollution amd oriranneitel problems of ell :kinds,

Wes Prod 11°0 etertio, his 2001941Mir. he asked his priscipol for permission.
40

glinguimcipal said it maid be all right if before every publication Fred would

torn is all his articles for the priacipmrs approval. !mad agreed and turned

is semeralUrticies for approval. The principal !Approved all of them and Fred

published two tames of the pope: is the next two weeks.

Sot the principal hood act ompectsd that Fred's newspaper would receive so

much attention. Students were so excited %the paper that they began to Organise

protests amd boyearts against industries and store, in tarn. Angry

parents, mow who workedlin the factories and stores being attacked by the

piper, objected to Fred's opinions. Merchants and factory officials also voiced
.

strong protests against the piper. They phoned the principal telling his that

the paper should not be published. Ass result at the rising excitement. the

principal ordered Fred to stop publishing: MO gave as a reason tie fact that

Fred's activities were disruptive to the operation of the schccl.

Paula the principal stop the newspaper?

Should stolo'lt.

can't'decide

Should teat stop it

=
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MUM
ry TOG VMS PSINCIPAL, a INPOITANT WOOL& Z& Of PUSS QUESTIONS St Is

SOCEONSION1NOROR 1ST TOW IXL) STOP4TOS NRWSPAPIRt

I .of i
I I 1

O 00 1. parent

Is the
s?

priselpel tote respwasille to scedesileor to00:
O 0000 2. TOT Tbolorlwelfill glee his word Olathe sewspeer

Amid be published far s leer thee, Cr did he jest
premise to approve the sewspoper sae loses at a tlae?

O T. Would thp Modules start protestime eves sore if the

PrIscIfel flopped the sewspeper?

0 0 0 MI 4. awl the ..!tare of 'the edioel is threatened. does the
priscips1 hews the tight to ell, ordpre to the stueseti?

O 0000 S. Sees the priscipel here the fteedes of speech to say

"no" It this ease?

0 ® 0) i. If the priselpal stopped the sewepeper would he ha
prevestise fell discus/ilea of Amportema problem?

CO
7. Whether the pristdpsl'e order would sake ?red loss

faith to the priscipal.

0eepdb W. Whether Prod wee really loyal to his school os4 his
.await/.

00000 I. het offset you'd *topping the paper hers oetho
statists' *Sociales is critical thlakise sad judiecut?

O 0000 if. Mother teed wee is why way
ewe

viol/alas Ohs :leap ot

others la pobIlehlas his spialose.

00000 U. Whether the priacipal ehOild be lafteseced'hy ease
espy WOWS sad cltiseee area it is the priacipal
vile Mews hest Whet is plea 06 is the school.

O 0000 12. Whether Trod majesty the sseepaper to stir up hatred

and diecestest

Pres the geestiam Mews, select the fear soot importmatt

Neer Impertes

loosed Whet Iwportset

Third Met Importemc

Plairth Nest lepertent,

imi.
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tnvironmental Stn #k

The heating plant and incinerator at Central Sigh School are very old.

Each claw they are used largo amounts of smoke and air pollutant, are produced.

The faculty at Central Nigh is wry concerned about pollution and the environ-

ment. They feel that this pollution is.harnful to the health of their students

and everyone in the community. The faculty demanded that the "Ward of education

'do something to atop this pollution.

Al the next meeting of the Board education, the Superintendent of

schools ttformed the board of the faculty demands. However. the board felt

that air pollution was not serious matter:. The board also said that this was

not a faculty problem and refused their demands.
1

When word of the board's decision got back to the faculty, the teachers

became quite upset. A vote was taken and the faculty vent on strike and refused

to let anyone enter the school buildims.The teachers knew that striking was

illegal but they also felt chat this action was necessary to protect the

environment.

Should the teachers have gone on strike'

Yes. they should go on'etriet

Can't' decide

Ho, they should not so on strike

r
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rf YOU 1102 A MUM or sliz PACULTT, MOW DIPOlfthin WOULD IA Cif ?MESE

QUZSTIONS It IX DICIDIWG 12122122 02 NOT TOU MOULD GO OW WraIla?

08 0
0 ®' 0 CD. 0'

@ 0 (I) ®

0 0 (!)' ®

0 0 ® ®
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1.

Is the faculty doing this to really hol. the environment

or are they doing it just for kicks?

2. Does the faculty have any
right to take over property that

does not belong Co thews?

3 'Do thefaculty realize that they eight be arrested and

fined, and even lose their jobs?

A. Would striking in the long run benefit more people to a

grimmer extent?

S. Whether the board of education styed within the liaits

of its authority in ignoring the faculty sands.

Glot (I) 6. Will this strike anger the public and give all environmentalists

and teachers a bad name,

0 0 CID 7. Is striking consistent
with principles of ,ustlool

0 ® ® S. Would allowing one strike encourage many othei,teacher strikes?

0 0. ® 10. Did the board bring this
misunderstanding on themselves

by being so unmsonabla and uncooperative?

00 ® 20. Whether operating the
schools ought to be in the hands of a

few administrators or in thw hands of all the people.

o--".
Is the faculty following

principles which they believe

are above the law?

6) 0 12. Whether or not the board of educetion's decisions
should be

respected by the faculty.

Prom the gutictions
above, select the four nest important:

Most Important

Second Most Important

Third Noel important

fourth Most Isportant

3
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Calculation of the DIT P Score .

1) A data sheet (Figure 3) was prepared for each student

(Rest, 1974b).

Item 1 2 3 4 5Star 7 9 10 11 12

Heinz 4 3 2 M 3 4 M 6 "A 5A 3 5A

Escaped Prisoner 3 4 A 4' & 4 3 4 5A 5A

Newspaper .4 4 2 4 M 5A 3 _3 '5B 5A 4 3

FIGURE 3

Defining Issues Test (DIT) Scoring Sheet

2) The four rankings of dilemma questions at the bottom

of each test page were recorded.

3) The choices were weighted. The first choice was given

a weight of 4, the second choice a weight of 3, the third

choice a weight o 2, and the fourth choice a weight off' 1.

4) The weighted value of the questions ranked as most

important were entered on the scoring key under the appropri-

ate story question. For example, if_a student listed question

6 as the first choice on theHeinz dilemma, the weighted

value 4 was written in the column under tiem 6 across the

Heinz story.

5) The completed table had twelve entries; four each for

' 2U 7
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the Heinz, Prisoner and Newspaper stories.

6).The number printed in each box of the scoring sheet

indicated the stage assigned to that question, The weighted

responses for stages 5A, 5B and 6 were added to give a sub-

total_for eac student. This subtotal was the Principled Nbr-

ality SdOre (P Score),, or the relative importance attriputed

to principled tooral considerations by the student.

used:

7) Tochangexthe P Score to a percent, the formula was

5A + 5B +
P Score =

no, of stories
6

X 10
X 100

The subtotal (from step 6) was the numerator of the equation

and three, the number of stories in the short form, was the

denominator.

N
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Calculation of the EIT P Score

1) A data sheet (Figur 4) was prepared for each student.

(Iozzi, 1981).

, Story Item 1 2 3 4 5 6

*.

7 8 9 10 11 12

Electricity 4 3 2 lq 3 4 M 6 A 5A 3 5A

Env. Strike 3 3 2 5A 5A 3 6 4 3 'A 5E 4

Starv. Nation 3 4 A 2 5A M 3 6 4 5B 4' 5A

Newspaper 4 4 2 4 M 5A 3 3 5B 5A 4 3

Concerned Cit. 3! 4, A 4 6 M 3 4 3 4 5A 5A

FIGURE 4

Environmental Issues Test (EIT) Scoring Sheet
11,

2) The four rankings of dilemma questions at the bottom

of each test page were recorded.

3) The choices were weighted. The first choice was given

a weight of 4, the second choice a weight of 3,\the second

choice a weight of 2, and the fourth choice a we ght of 1.
f-

4) The weighted value of the questions rankdd as most im---,

portant were entered on the scoring key under the appropriate

story question. For example, if a student listed question 10

as the first choice on the Environmental Strike story, the

we ghted value of 4 was recorded under column 10 across from
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strike story.

5) The completed table had twenty entries, four for each

of the five stories.

6) The number printed in each box of the scoring sheet

indicated the stage assigned to that question. The weighted

responses for.stages 5A, 5B and 6 were added to give a sub-

total. This subtotal was the Principled Morality Score

1

(P Score); or the relative importance attributed to principled

moral considerations by the student.

used:

7) To change the P Score to a percent, the formula was

5A + 5B + 6
P Score

no. q'stories X 10
X 100

The subtotal (from step 6) was the numerator of the equation

and five, the number of stories in the EIT; was the

denominator,


